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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background for the study 
Offshoring happens when companies relocate their operations to foreign countries. 
Mainly this is done so that organizations can leverage international division of labor and 
specialization to reduce costs of operations. (Jahns et al. 2006.) Main benefits that off-
shoring provides to the companies are cost savings and flexibility. On average, in 2004 a 
German company saved €0,52 for every euro the spent in offshore projects in India. On 
the other hand, Germany has substantially stricter laws and regulations about responding 
to market changes and lay off workers or create new jobs than India, thus giving the 
companies clear driver to engage in offshoring projects. (Farell, 2005.) 
On the other hand, more and more companies are offshoring to closer countries, for 
example from Western Europe to Eastern Europe. This is mainly due to the shorter cul-
tural and geographic distance, which tends to lower the additional costs related to off-
shoring. (Trampel 2004; Bock 2008.) Offshoring, however, has changed drastically in 
recent years and there are new trends in offshoring. Companies seek to bring back their 
offshored ventures to the developed countries. This happens due to various reasons. For 
example, companies might try to improve brand image by producing locally. (Albertoni 
et al. 2017; Di Mauro et al. 2018.) 
Traditionally, at least in Finland, offshoring has mainly been associated with heavy 
industry and production of goods, as offshoring of manufacturing plants tends to get 
plenty of media coverage. However, advancements in information and communication 
technology have enabled companies to split production processes and transfer parts of the 
process to offshores in order to cut costs (Grote & Täube 2006). Therefore, services can 
also be offshored. Most common target to offshore services is India, which has been dom-
inating offshoring and outsourcing markets in business and technology services. Other 
countries have started to aggressively lure offshoring operations by providing tax cuts 
and favorable policies. (Kaka 2008.) 
One of the various types of services that are currently being offshored around the world 
is knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS). KIBS are companies that produce in-
formation or service products, their operation relies heavily on professional knowledge, 
their products are sources of information or knowledge and KIBS tend to have businesses 
or public sector as clients (Miles et al 1995, 23-40). The importance of the knowledge 
intensive business service (KIBS) sectors has ascended to be a vital part of modern econ-
omy. KIBS tie together organization’s prowess to create sustainable competitive ad-
vantage and capacity to generate and make use of its knowledge-based resources and 
abilities (Drucker, 1993; Ramadan et al 2017). Knowledge can be viewed as one of the 
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main assets a company has. According to Grant’s (1996) knowledge-based view of the 
firm, the main factor of competitive performance differences between companies is how 
they generate, develop, and use knowledge and intellectual assets. The core assets of 
KIBS sectors are shown in the creativity, expertise, know-how and know-what of the 
employees (Dooley, 2000, see Ramadan et al. 2017). Therefore, KIBS are knowledge-
dependent sectors. Continuous generation and use of knowledge and intellectual assets 
are paramount to improvement of business and competitiveness (Ramadan et al, 2017). 
While it is often extremely cost effective to offshore services to developing countries, 
these savings do not come easily. Offshoring operations have rather high failure rate. For 
example, McCue (2005; see Fabriek et al. 2008) estimated that half of the offshores of 
the information technology services fail. Fabriek et al. (2008) found similar failure rate 
for offshoring custom software services. As production processes in knowledge-intensive 
business services tend to rely heavily on information systems and technology, it is safe to 
assume that the failure rate of such offshoring projects is similar. A major barrier to the 
success of an offshoring project is successful knowledge transfer, where the necessary 
knowledge is transferred to the new unit in order to process the tasks required for the 
project. (Wendling 2013; Wende et al. 2013.) Transferring staff to the new production 
location is usually not an option, since the existing staff is unlikely to accept lower salary 
and relocation, therefore making the transfer of knowledge of how to continue production 
without productivity loss, the main target of knowledge transfer in offshoring projects 
(Chua & Pan, 2008). Knowledge transfer is paramount to the success of the offshoring 
project and failures in knowledge transfer often result in failure of the offshore project 
(Chen et al. 2013). 
Knowledge transfer is essentially the transfer of the best practices within an organiza-
tion. An organization tries to replicate a practice by implementing a practice to some part 
of the organization, which is performed better or is otherwise superior in another part of 
the same organization. Movement of knowledge is definite experience, which depends on 
the characteristics of the involved personnel. Therefore, the transfer of knowledge can be 
viewed as a dyadic exchange between the source and the recipient. (Szulanski 1996.) 
Knowledge transfer revolves around the individuals who continuously create and improve 
their personal skills and tacit knowledge (Chen et al. 2013). Successful knowledge trans-
fer it is paramount to utilize the individuals who conduct the knowledge transfer and carry 
the existing tacit knowledge to the new unit (Nguyen et al. 2014; Betz et al. 2014). When 
transferring knowledge within the organization, like in this case, Galbraith (1990) re-
searched that approximately a third of offshoring projects were terminated and the suc-
cessful ones suffered a mean of 34% productivity loss. Chua and Pan (2008) argue that 
in order to utilize low production costs of offshore location, a company must be capable 
of transferring knowledge without productivity and knowledge loss to succeed with off-
shoring. 
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1.2 Purpose of the study 
Previous research on knowledge transfer is plentiful. Various studies have been made 
about knowledge transfer and its mechanisms (see e.g. Zander & Kogut 1995; Argote & 
Ingram 2000; Szulanski 2000; Sun & Scott 2005). Multiple studies on the role of 
knowledge transfer and its challenges in offshoring projects have been conducted as well 
(see e.g. Gregory et al. 2009; Balint et al. 2016). However, there is still a gap in under-
standing how the knowledge transfer occurs in offshoring projects (Chen et al. 2013), and 
overwhelming majority of the research, especially about the challenges of knowledge 
transfer, gathers data from management- or C-level personnel (see e.g. Huong et al. 2011; 
Betz et al. 2014; Haasis et al. 2018).  
Researchers have acknowledged this gap and called for research for more detailed in-
formation about the knowledge transfer process (Strasser & Westner 2015), and its me-
chanics and the perspective of employees (Argote & Ingram 2000; Argote & Hora 2017). 
Also, many researchers acknowledge that most of the studies conducted about knowledge 
transfer in offshoring projects are limited to one country, with majority studying major 
Asian offshoring targets, such as India and China (see e.g. Gregory et al. 2009; Chen et 
al. 2013). Moreover, while some studies have researched knowledge transfer barriers and 
facilitating factors (see e.g. Betz et al 2014; Strasser et al. 2018), they do not differentiate 
offshore outsourcing and offshore insourcing, and tend to concentrate on the perspective 
from major developed economies like Germany or USA. 
Another research gap in previous literature is that research about MNCs and offshoring 
in MNC context tends to focus on offshoring where the operation is transferred under a 
subsidiary (see e.g. Minbaeva 2007; Blomkvist 2012). In this case, the organization stays 
the same, even if the location is in different country. Studies that focus on subsidiary 
viewpoint consider issues with communication, management and differences with organ-
izational cultures., but in this case as the organization stays the same such issues should 
not be as rampant. Additionally, to researcher’s knowledge, while limited, there are no 
studies currently that concentrate on the personnel’s point of view who, in fact, conduct 
the knowledge transfer in offshore insourcing project, at least from the Nordic perspec-
tive. This study tries to fill such research gap and can provide important results with the 
unique data that the researcher has access to. 
 
 
How knowledge transfer can be enhanced, and challenges of knowledge transfer mit-
igated during intra-organizational offshoring? 
a. How tacit knowledge is transferred within organization? 
b. How offshoring affects knowledge transfer? 
c. What are the challenges of knowledge transfer? 
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The scope of this study is naturally defined by the setting and accessible data. This 
limits the study to research only insource offshoring of a KIBS unit, and a single case. 
There are significant benefits when focusing on a single case, however. This arguably 
provides a deeper understanding of the phenomenon and more complete observation, 
which should provide more accurate results, when the attention of the researcher stays 
indivisible. The perspective of focusing on the experiences of the low-level employees 
and not managers, is chosen due to the existing research and data, which encourages to 
research more detailed, ‘hands-on’ experience. Additionally, the researcher has better op-
portunity to evaluate the truthfulness of the gathered data, than it would be possible if the 
main target of the interviews was management- or upper-level. As the study focuses on 
the perspective of the employees, the organizational implications will focus on the pre-
transition planning and resource management. 
Another limitation to the scope is the geographical or cultural context as European, 
specifically Nordic-Eastern European. While this will naturally hinder the possibilities to 
generalize potential results, at least on some degree, there is potential for more detailed 
information about certain factors that should be taken into an account, even in cases where 
the cultural context might not be the same. 
1.3 Case description 
The case of this study is an offshore transition of a service operation unit of a Nordic 
MNC. The unit operated in Finland and provided services in the Finnish market of its 
business line. The unit was transferred from Finland to Eastern Europe during the study. 
The company has previously transferred similar units, which provided same services for 
other Nordic markets to the same location from either Finland or from other Nordic host 
countries, therefore making this the last transfer for the said business line. Timeframe for 
the transfer was from early fall of 2019 to the end of December 2019, after which only 
supporting parts will stay in Finland. The transferring unit is divided into two teams, with 
total of 15 employees and the new location was created as a similar sized unit, with same 
division, but in the target country the international side and the domestic sides have dif-
ferent leaders.   
The transition had an additional transition manager, both team leaders (existing and 
new team’s) as well as business line leader as overseers. Employees from the target coun-
try were trained in Finland as well as in the target country by the senior employees in the 
old unit. International side of the new team was created out of employees that had previ-
ously worked in other Nordic markets in the company, whereas the domestic side was 
created out of completely new personnel. Organizational hierarchy of both transitioned 
teams stays the same even though they are relocated to a different country. 
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The transition process was planned to start with a training phase, during which the 
recipients came in pairs to Finland to train and they stayed for three weeks at a time. After 
each pair was transferred back to the target location, responsibility of production of the 
processes which the recipients were trained to perform in Finland, was transferred to the 
new location as well. This was planned to continue until the end of November and at the 
start of December, all the processes were performed in the new location. During the De-
cember the sources were providing support for the recipients in the processes. The support 
was provided via online communication tools. In January 2020 the transition was planned 
to be completed and support would be provided by business analyst. The Finnish team 
would cease to exist on 31st of December 2019. 
 Few members of the source team went to train the recipients in the target location for 
varying periods of time. The researcher and another employee went to the target location 
on the 28th of October. After few weeks an additional source was sent to the target loca-
tion. At the end of the November the researcher was the only source in the target location, 
and he returned to Finland on the 18th of December. The sources trained the recipients in 
the target location as well and were meant to deepen the knowledge of the recipients about 
the processes that the recipients were trained to perform. However, couple of the recipi-
ents did not have the opportunity to go to Finland, thus they needed training from the 
sources and those recipients who came back from Finland. Additionally, the sources mon-
itored the performance of the recipients and gave feedback to the recipients. The team 
organized daily meetings online about specifics of the day and the division of labor. The 
transition manager organized weekly meetings online, during which the progress of the 
transition and future goals were discussed. 
The work itself required substantial amount of knowledge about the function of the 
markets (both Finnish and foreign) as well as customer knowledge and knowledge about 
the softwares in use. In order to perform the work well and in reasonable timeframe, em-
ployees must have good communication with other units, most of which resided in the 
same location that the team in Finland, which have helped with the flow of communica-
tion enormously. 
The researcher worked in the team targeted for transition before the announcement of 
the transition and through the process until the end of transition. This allowed the re-
searcher to observe and analyze the transition process and knowledge transfer as well as 
be part of it and take notes and observations. This setting also provides an opportunity to 
gather unique data from interviews as well as allowed the evaluation of the truthfulness 
of the data. Naturally this creates a certain doubt about the integrity and objectivity of the 
research. However, as the researcher was relatively new employee in the company, and it 
was known beforehand that the employment is only temporary, the researcher does not 
have such embeddedness or affection for the position as a regular, permanent worker 
might have. 
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The research will focus on the international side, since the researcher has much closer 
access to the transition happening in the international side, partially due to the fact, that 
in the target country the two sides are in fact two different teams in different locations. 
While all the interviews and most of the observations are made based on the knowledge 
transfer process within the international side team, there were some cross-training due to 
shifting responsibilities, which in turn can create interesting results with the setting. 
 
Figure 1 Organizational setting 
 
As shown in figure 1, the organizational setting changed during the transition slightly, 
as both teams are not managed by the same person and their cooperation was decreased 
slightly. Instead in the new setting, the international side, which was the focus of the 
study, increased its cooperation with other Nordic market teams. 
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2 KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 
2.1 Nature of knowledge 
Knowledge can be classified as something that requires comprehension, understanding 
and learning and is processed by an individual. Knowledge can be acquired by interaction 
with the surroundings and other individuals, by processing information gathered from the 
world. This information can be oral, written or graphic, but becomes knowledge after 
processed into the mind of an individual, while outside of the mind only information ex-
ists. Therefore, communication via messages, of any kind, do not carry knowledge to the 
recipient, but have the required information in them for the recipient to process the infor-
mation into knowledge. Knowledge is dependent of individual knowledge structures, 
against which the information is processed, and knowledge comprehended. These struc-
tures are unique and therefore individuals gain different knowledge with the same given 
information. (Wilson 2002.) 
According to Polanyi (1962) knowledge can be divided into two separate forms, ex-
plicit and tacit. Explicit knowledge, also known as codified knowledge, is the type of 
knowledge that can be transmitted or stored outside of mind, in systematic language (Po-
lanyi 1966). Explicit knowledge bases on criteria that has been universally accepted and 
objective. Explicit knowledge can be coded or transferred with relative ease and has char-
acteristics of public goods. (Cavusgil et al. 2003.) 
Tacit knowledge is knowledge that people know but cannot explain. People rely on 
their knowledge of a certain task to perform that task but cannot explain what or how they 
are doing it. For example, people who ride a bike rely on their muscles to maintain balance 
and go forward but fail to explain how exactly, are they maintaining their balance. (Po-
lanyi 1962.) On the other hand, tacit knowledge, in more practical terms, includes cogni-
tive and technical elements. Cognitive elements provide perspective to the knowledge 
based on the beliefs, viewpoints and paradigms of an individual, whereas technical ele-
ments include know-how, crafts and skills that individuals apply in actions and therefore 
affect the overall knowledge of the individual about the task. (Johnson-Laird, 1983; No-
naka 1994.) 
On the other hand, Cowan et al. (2000), however, argue that knowledge is almost al-
ways inherently explicit. Knowledge appears to be tacit, if knowledge is not codified. 
Codified knowledge can also appear as tacit to certain groups, as understanding of the 
context varies, therefore hindering or bolstering individual’s ability to decode knowledge. 
Cowan et al. (2000) further argue that reasons for knowledge not to be codified is purely 
economical, as the costs of codification might outweigh the benefits. Johnson et al. (2002) 
instead argue that tacit and explicit knowledge does not contradict with each other but are 
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complementary. Certain types of knowledge, especially knowledge regarding skill, can 
be codified but still fail to produce similar results for different individuals, when that 
knowledge is turned into action.  
Instead of knowledge being tacit or explicit knowledge can also be seen to interact 
along a continuum and the nature of the knowledge can change temporarily or perma-
nently. Knowledge used to perform jobs, generally require certain tacit knowledge to in-
terpret, even though the knowledge itself is codified as explicit. Fully tacit knowledge 
can also be codified and thus moves towards the explicit end of the continuum. Codifica-
tion is usually done in efforts to decrease the costs of transferring the knowledge. As the 
nature of the codification processes and methods vary, as well as the nature of the 
knowledge varies, the movement along the continuum is not standardized. (Nonaka 1994; 
Grant 1996; Nonaka and von Krogh 2009.) 
Related to this continuum of knowledge Johnson et al. (2002) stated that individual 
knowledge has four categories: 
 know-what – referring to knowledge about facts 
 know-why – referring to knowledge about principles or laws of motion in na-
ture 
 know-how – referring to skills and abilities to perform an action 
 know-who – referring to knowledge about which parties hold knowledge 
The latter two are more abstract and more context dependent that the other two, thus 
making them more tacit knowledge. Specific codification however may move such 
knowledge towards the explicit end of the continuum, as the knowledge changes from 
know-how to know-what as explained in figure 1 below. 
 
Figure 2 Codification of knowledge moves knowledge along tacit-explicit continuum 
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For purposes of this study, it is assumed that tacit and explicit knowledge interact as 
continuum and are not inherently different between each other but include certain ele-
ments of both. This approach was chosen due to the fact, that in theory, all the knowledge 
required to perform the operations of the case offshore, could be codified and thus become 
explicit. In practice, though, the amount of knowledge would be so massive, that the cod-
ification process would not be economically feasible, and the offshore employees require 
certain tacit knowledge in order to perform the operations within a reasonable time frame. 
Overall, knowledge can be viewed as a tool to perform actions. Nonaka and von Krogh 
(2009) argue that knowledge is essentially the capacity to act and the action is based on 
the explicit and tacit elements of the knowledge. They (Nonaka & von Krogh 2009) also 
argue that further gained knowledge, tacit or explicit, enhances this capacity and alter-
nates, as well as, creates new tacit or explicit knowledge when being used or new infor-
mation acquired.  
From here we can see that knowledge exists in various forms and is rather subjective 
in both, how knowledge presents itself and how it can be applied. To understand how 
knowledge transfer works it is necessary to identify what is knowledge in an organization 
and where it is in an organization. While knowledge can be either tacit or explicit and its 
form may vary, in this study, tacit knowledge refers to the knowledge that was not codi-
fied before the offshoring process started, as it is in the interest of the study to simplify 
the distinction for both interviewees and readers. 
 
2.2 Knowledge in organizations 
According to Barney (1991) competitive advantage relies on unique resources that are 
either hard or impossible to imitate, or hard to acquire. In terms of human capital, Barney 
(1991) mentions experience, intelligence and relations between employees. Resources 
can be dived to property-based resources, such as patents or logistic chains, or to 
knowledge-based resources, such as skills or market knowledge. Knowledge-based re-
sources are in general hard to copy, therefore providing competitive advantage. (Miller 
& Shamsie 1996; McEvily & Chakravarthy 2002.) Knowledge is primary source of input 
in production and value for a company, because all human productivity is essentially de-
pending on knowledge (Grant 1996). 
 Organizations capabilities are defined by the knowledge of individuals and the social 
knowledge of the organization that allows decision making, such as work coordination or 
production increase/decrease. This social knowledge is based on experience which shows 
in organizing principles which allow the development, improvement and transfer of new 
capabilities in the organization. (Zander & Kogut 1995.) Tsoukas and Vladimirou (2001) 
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define organizational knowledge as the capability of the members of an organization to 
make conclusions in the context of their work by using generalizations and sets of rules 
that have evolved through collective understanding and experience. Other researchers, 
however, define organizational knowledge as all the knowledge learned and possessed 
within the organization, that is related to the organization or its business or processes, as 
organizational knowledge (Argote & Ingram 2000; Chiva & Alegre 2005).  
Organizational knowledge is created through promotion and sharing the knowledge 
created by individuals. To achieve this, knowledge must be understandable and connected 
to the knowledge system of the organization. (Nonaka & van Krogh 2009.) Knowledge 
is individual’s ability to process, to interpret or represent the reality, and learning is im-
proving that procedure. Members of an organization go through this process, creating new 
knowledge, thus an organization goes through the same process via its members. This 
knowledge can be codified and stored for transmission and then brought into the context 
of the organization, creating organizational knowledge. (Chiva & Alegre 2005.) 
Organizational knowledge is stored into three different reservoirs within the organiza-
tion. Firstly, the members of the organization possess the human capital: knowledge, 
skills and social relations. Secondly, the tools used in the organization, both hardware and 
software, which typically possess production and process related knowledge. And thirdly, 
in the tasks and routines and their combination, which typically possess knowledge re-
lated to work efficiency and quality. (Argote & McGrath 1993; accoding to Argote & 
Ingram 2000.) Walsh and Ungson (1991) however, argue that organizational knowledge 
resides in five reservoirs: individuals, roles and organizational structures, operating pro-
cedures and practices, organizational culture and physical structure of the workplace.  
We can see from here that knowledge in organization resides in multiple levels and 
exists in different forms. As stated above that knowledge guides actions of individuals 
and thus the actions of the whole organization, therefore it can be argued that transferring 
that knowledge to new members of an organization is paramount to keep the organization 
running. Especially in the offshoring context as location and personnel change, it is nec-
essary to consider how knowledge can be drained from the existing sources into the new 
ones and retained there. In KIBS companies, the relevant knowledge is often found in 
tacit form (Koch & Strotmann 2008). Therefore, the combination of KIBS and offshoring 
context arguably makes the success of knowledge transfer from the existing sources the 
paramount goal of the transition. 
2.3 Knowledge transfer in organizations 
Knowledge transfer can be defined in multiple ways. As discussed Szulanski (1996) 
views knowledge transfer as the transfer of best practices within an organization. Other 
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researchers have more result-oriented approach, like Sun and Scott (2005) who argue that 
knowledge transfer happens as information transfer, when the information can generate 
new knowledge. Then such knowledge changes the beliefs and assumptions, changing 
the dominant modus operandi. Similarly, Argote and Ingram (2000) state that knowledge 
transfer is about the interaction of units within the organization and the recipient learns 
from the experiences of the source, thus changing the future actions of the recipient. 
Knowledge transfer can also be viewed as a result of knowledge sharing, where two par-
ties engage into a process where one obtains knowledge from another (see e.g. Bathelt et 
al. 2004). On the other hand, knowledge transfer can allow mutual learning between the 
participating units and improves the capability to innovate and create new knowledge for 
both parties (Kogut & Zander 1992). In this study, Szulanski’s (1996) definition for 
knowledge transfer is chosen, as the goal of the transition is to transfer the best practices 
to the new team. 
Knowledge transfer is a process when an organization brings set of routines into a new 
setting and maintains that situation until knowledge transfer is completed. Knowledge 
transfer has multiple phases: initiation, implementation, ramp-up and integration as 
shown in figure 2. Initiation phase is about the recognition of the opportunity for 
knowledge transfer and requires understanding of the existing knowledge gap between 
the recipient and the source, after which the decision for knowledge transfer has been 
made. Implementation phase consist the exchange of information and resources between 
the source and the recipient. Ramp-up phase happens when the recipient starts to use the 
acquired knowledge. Lastly the integration phase happens gradually after the knowledge 
transfer has provided satisfactory results and the use of the obtained knowledge becomes 
a routine. (Szulanski 2000.) In this study focus will be in the implementation and ramp-
up stages as the researcher did not have access to observe the initiation phase of the tran-
sition and the later stages of the integration phase. However, it can also be argued that the 
recipients go through the same process with every bit of knowledge and every task. There-
fore, both initiation and integration can be studied as well. 
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Figure 3 The process of knowledge transfer (Szulanski 2000, 12) 
 
To study and observe the process understanding of when knowledge transfer happens 
is needed. Knowledge transfer occurs within an organization, when a unit interacts with 
another unit. Knowledge transfer can occur explicitly or implicitly, depending whether 
the recipient unit can identify the knowledge and the source of said knowledge. Therefore, 
knowledge transfer happened when either knowledge is moved within the organization 
or when knowledge reservoir is modified. (Argote & Ingram 2000.)  
Transferring knowledge between different units in an organization is typically diffi-
cult. Such transfer faces obstacles like differences in culture, capability or technology. 
Additionally, members of a unit are prone to think that their experience is more relevant 
than other units’ experience. Therefore, knowledge transfer between units require close 
established relations between the source and the recipient unit. (Minbaeva 2007.) Hansen 
et al. (1999) argues similarly that direct relations between units enhance knowledge trans-
fer within organization while lack of direct links hinder it. In MNC context knowledge is 
typically transferred through organizational boundaries. Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) ar-
gue that knowledge transfer through organizational boundaries, such as from a headquar-
ters to a subsidiary, these obstacles hinder knowledge transfer further as the differences 
are larger. In this study however, such organizational boundaries should be rather limited, 
as the organization does not change.   
Knowledge transfer occurs via interaction as stated above, but also requires other fac-
tors to happen. Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) identified five main factors that are re-
quired for knowledge transfer to happen. These factors are (1) value of the source’s 
knowledge, (2) motivational disposition of the source, (3) motivational disposition of the 
recipient, (4) existence and richness of transmission channels and (5) absorptive capacity 
of the recipient.  
Value of the knowledge is important, since it is necessary that the source possesses 
knowledge that is hard to replicate, and which has value to other units in order to start 
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knowledge transfer process. Otherwise, it is not sensible or economically feasible for the 
organization to engage in knowledge transfer.  (Gupta & Govindarajan 2000.) Conven-
iently, increased value and uniqueness of knowledge facilitates knowledge transfer, as 
recipient is more motivated to learn and engages more into the knowledge transfer 
(Easterby-Smith et al. 2008).  
Motivational disposition of the source reflect the general interest of the source to share 
the knowledge, Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) suggest that in general source has no 
interest in engaging in knowledge transfer, unless given an incentive, which will lead to 
an increase in quality and speed of the knowledge transfer. Many researchers have 
acknowledged sources motivation to engage as a major barrier, for example Sun and Scott 
(2005) identified that source often feels that sharing knowledge will be a disadvantage to 
their own position. Therefore, it can be argued that some outside incentive is required. 
Additionally, Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) argue that motivational disposition of the 
recipient has similar effect and requires incentive, but for other reasons such as ego-de-
fense mechanisms or power struggle.  
Existence and richness of transmission channels reflect the possibilities for source and 
recipient to interact. Balint et al. (2016) argue that repetitive interaction between the 
source and the recipient is a necessity for knowledge transfer. Similarly, Gupta and Go-
vindarajan (2000) propose that closer linkage is between the sides of the transfer results 
in better outflow of knowledge and multiple ways of communication enhance it further. 
Frequent interactions develop the relations between the parties and allow the parties to 
better understand each other and adapt to the needs of each other (Cavusgil et al. 2003). 
  Absorptive capacity of the recipient refers to the recipient’s ability to comprehend 
and process information, understand the value of new knowledge and apply that into use 
(Cohen and Levinthal 1990). Absorptive capacity is essential for knowledge transfer. 
Generally absorptive capacity tends to be cumulative, as units with prior knowledge about 
related or complex knowledge are more capable of absorbing and leveraging new trans-
ferred knowledge. Absorptive capacity enables unit to utilize new knowledge and apply 
such knowledge to improve business operations. Therefore, absorptive capacity is related 
to higher performance. Absorptive capacity enhances unit’s ability to benefit from central 
network position as the unit can leverage wider array of new knowledge. Without absorp-
tive capacity unit has little to none benefit of its networking position. (Tsai 2001.) Prior 
knowledge of an organization or a unit impacts the ability to absorb and assimilate new 
knowledge. Absorbing and assimilating knowledge is dependent to the field and nature 
of operation and therefore prior knowledge shapes knowledge acquisition and transfer. 
(Cohen & Levithal 1990.) 
We now have an understanding on what is knowledge transfer is, when it happens and 
what is required. However, there is also a need to be measure knowledge transfer as this 
study concentrates of the challenges of knowledge transfer in certain context. Therefore, 
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this study adopts the result-oriented viewpoint, that knowledge transfer causes certain 
changes in the recipient. Knowledge transfers within the organization at individual level 
but is usually more useful to measure at higher levels, such in a division or department 
level. Knowledge transfer can be measured in multiple ways, for example measuring the 
codified knowledge accessible. Performance based measurement is generally more useful 
when measuring transfer of tacit knowledge. (Argote & Ingram 2000.) According to 
Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) improved knowledge or performance measure knowledge 
transfer but create the problem of controlling other variables that affect the changes. 
Measuring changes in knowledge requires capturing the changes in each of the reservoirs 
(members, tools and tasks) that organizational knowledge lies in the organization, creat-
ing significant problems in creating fitting methods of measurement. (Argote & Ingram 
2000.) Osterloh and Frey (2000) argue that knowledge transfer cannot be measured at all, 
but only the outcome can be measured and observed. 
As we can see from this chapter, knowledge transfer is transfer of practices and transfer 
of the ability to act accordingly. For knowledge transfer to happen, mentioned require-
ments are needed. As stated, measuring the transfer of practices is needed for this study, 
but to do so more understanding on how knowledge transfers is required. 
2.4 Mechanisms of Knowledge Transfer 
2.4.1 Levels of knowledge transfer 
Knowledge in an organization can be divided depending on at which level of the organi-
zation the knowledge resides. There are four different levels for knowledge: individual, 
team, organizational and inter-organizational. Therefore, knowledge can only transfer 
within or between the levels (Crossan et al. 1999; Sun & Scott 2005). Since this study is 
about intra-organizational knowledge transfer, knowledge only transfers between and 
within the first three levels, while the role of the organizational level is rather minor. 
Therefore, inter-organizational knowledge will not be considered further. Learning is 
widely considered to originate in the individual level (e.g. Kim 1993; Simon 1991) and 
is mainly a subconscious process (Crossan et al. 1999). On the other hand, within an 
organization learning is collective and happens in units or teams that form a hub for indi-
viduals to share and learn (Simon 1991; Sun & Scott 2005). Knowledge can then be 
shared wider among the organization and reflect the change in processes of the organiza-
tion (Sun & Scott 2005). 
Sun and Scott (2005) argue that knowledge transfer happens as a result of information 
transfer within and between these levels. This was visualized by Crossan and Hulland 
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(1996; see Sun & Scott 2005) in a learning matrix of organizational levels. Sun and Scott 
(2005) further argue that barriers of knowledge transfer can be encountered in interactions 
on each level and between levels. 
Table 1 Paths of knowledge transfer in organization (adapted from Crossan & Hulland 
1996; see Sun & Scott 2005, 77) 
 
Table 1 shows the levels, in which type of interaction knowledge transfer happens. 
Levels are separated into the layers according to the source of the knowledge, pointing 
out the knowledge flow. For example, 3.1 reflects an interaction in which the knowledge 
flows from the whole organization to a single individual, like would happen in a situation 
where an employee participates in an online course provided by the organization. 
Other researchers (see e.g. Hansen et al. 1999; Connell et al. 2003; Jasimuddin et al. 
2005) define two other approaches: personalization and codification. Personalization is a 
type of a transfer when the source shares the knowledge via direct personal contact and 
that knowledge is tied closely to the person or unit which possesses said knowledge. Typ-
ically, this approach is used to describe the transfer of tacit knowledge. (Hansen et al. 
1999; Jasimuddin et al. 2005.) Codification refers to a process where knowledge can be 
codified in readable form, stored and transmitted resulting in an easy access to the 
knowledge. Typically, such approach is used for transfer of explicit knowledge. (Hansen 
et al. 1999; Connell et al. 2003.) 
Various, different approaches to knowledge transfer mechanisms appear in the litera-
ture, and they do not exclude each other by default, but are rather different approaches to 
comprehend the process of knowledge transfer. For example, proposed codification ap-
proach can also be viewed as movement of reservoirs, as the codified piece of information 
is moved to the recipient from the source. As we have knowledge on the knowledge flows 
and basic methods there is a need to understand what affects these. 
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2.4.2 Factors impacting the knowledge transfer 
There are multiple factors that affect the mechanisms of knowledge transfer, and how 
knowledge can and should be transferred. Grant (1996) argues that the nature of the 
knowledge being transferred as well as the characteristics of the source and the recipient 
have a significant impact on knowledge transfer. Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) presented 
a framework of factors influencing the knowledge transfer. The proposed factors can be 
dived into four categories: characteristics of the source, characteristics of the recipient, 
nature of knowledge and organizational mechanics. Framework by Easterby-Smith et al. 
(2008), shown below in figure 4, has similarities with the factors that enable knowledge 
transfer proposed by Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) but go deeper into the elements that 
affect the process. 
 
Figure 4 Factors of knowledge transfer (adapted from Easterby-Smith et al. 2008, 679) 
 
Many researchers have acknowledged the impact of nature of the knowledge to the 
effectiveness of knowledge transfer (see e.g. Simonin 1999; Minbaeva 2007). Tacitness 
in general has a negative impact on the knowledge transfer and require human-based 
mechanisms to transfer (2006, Minbaeva 2007). Complexity of knowledge refers to the 
level interdependency of knowledge on other factors, such as technology or routines. 
Complex and ambiguity knowledge requires more time and absorptive capacity to trans-
fer. (Simonin 1999, Minbaeva 2007.) Specificity of knowledge also affects the knowledge 
transfer mechanisms, as stand-alone-knowledge generally is easier to transfer (Minbaeva 
2007). 
Characteristics of both sources and recipients include absorptive capacity and motiva-
tion. Absorptive capacity refers to the ability of an individual to process and utilize new 
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knowledge or information (Cohen & Levinthal 1990). Absorptive capacity has been de-
fined as a major factor that impacts knowledge transfer (see e.g. Cohen & Levinthal 1990; 
Tsai 2001; Sun & Scott 2005; Haasis et al. 2018) and determines the speed of transfer as 
well as how effectively, different methods transfer knowledge. Easterby-Smith et al. 
(2008) argue that an organization, which can efficiently absorb knowledge, has the tools 
to diffuse it effectively as well. On the other hand, motivation can be viewed as another 
component of absorptive capacity (Minbaeva et al. 2014) Motivation is a significant fac-
tor determining how engaged parties are in the knowledge transfer and usually require 
outside incentives to be motivated (Gupta & Govindarajan 2000). 
Knowledge transfer involves at least two parties, which are affected by the dynamics 
of the organization and context. Power relations between the parties are often asymmetric 
and generally source is in a more superior position. Further the transfer proceeds, more 
the dependency lessens, thus creating need to balance the bargaining power and the speed 
of the transfer. (Easterby-Smith et al. 2008.) Trust and risks are important factors as they 
define the ability of the parties to engage into the knowledge transfer. Source needs to 
trust the recipient and risks on losing the control over the knowledge, while the recipient 
needs to trust that the knowledge is useful. (Goh 2002; Sun & Scott 2005; Easterby-Smith 
et al. 2008.) Structures refer to the context of the knowledge transfer, which the mecha-
nisms reflect (Easterby-Smith et al. 2008). Social ties and informal relations enhance trust 
between the parties and mitigate cultural differences, while poor relations hinder the pos-
sibilities for knowledge transfer (Goh 2002; Easteby-Smith et al 2008). 
Another important factor for knowledge transfer is the aspect of teamwork, especially 
team learning, and its impact on the team dynamics and knowledge transfer mechanisms. 
When a group works together, converges strategic approach of individuals creating a 
shared reality (Levine et al. 2000.) Working in groups enhance idea generation and shar-
ing knowledge (Paulus & Yang 2000). Moreover, it is important to provide opportunities 
for recipient unit’s members to communicate and provide feedback on individual mem-
bers of the unit. This allows generation of transactive memory system within the unit 
about which members are good at certain task and who knows what. Transactive memory 
systems have a positive impact on the performance of the unit. Solely training individuals 
does not facilitate the generation of such memory system and hinders the performance of 
the unit. (Moreland & Myaskovsky 2000.) 
Knowledge transfer is impacted by various factors that affect the process in different 
ways. These factors can be related to the characteristics of the participants, the knowledge 
being transferred or the setting the organization provides. Now that understanding of 
these factors have been established, there is a need to understand how the knowledge 
transfers from the reservoirs it exists to the desired reservoirs. 
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2.4.3 Knowledge transfer through reservoir networks 
As discussed before, in an organization knowledge is embedded in either members of the 
organization, in tools used in organization or in tasks and routines performed in the or-
ganization. According to Argote and Ingram (2000) knowledge transfer happens in two 
different ways, which have different approach to the knowledge transfer and how 
knowledge should be transferred. They argue that knowledge can be transferred by mov-
ing knowledge reservoir from the source to the target of the knowledge transfer or by 
modifying the existing knowledge reservoirs of the target towards to the desired outcome. 
For an example, this type of transfer is demonstrated when employees are moved to an-
other unit within an organization (moving reservoirs), or employees of a certain unit are 
trained by employees of another unit (modifying reservoirs). 
Moving member components is an efficient way to transfer knowledge between the 
source and the recipient (Rothwell 1978). Individuals are able to transfer tacit and explicit 
knowledge to new context, as well as re-apply transferred knowledge to the new context 
avoiding compatibility issues (Argote & Ingram 2000). Gruenfeld et al. (2000) argue that 
moving member components temporarily between units facilitate innovation and 
knowledge transfer. However, they state that influence of the individuals transferred is 
more significant in the original unit after they have been transferred back to the original 
unit. In contrast, individuals in the recipient unit seem to innovate and enhance processes 
more thus implying that transferred personnel have indirect influence within the new con-
text.  
Embedding knowledge into tools improves the effectiveness of knowledge transfer 
(Zander & Kogut 1995). Knowledge transfer embedded in technology is generally more 
successful when the technology transferred is thoroughly understood and the transfer is 
accompanied with movement of member components (Galbraith 1990). On the other 
hand, technology embedded knowledge is both easier and faster to imitate and such 
knowledge tends to transfer outside of the organization more rapidly than knowledge em-
bedded into processes and routines (Mansfield 1985; Argote & Ingram 2000). Knowledge 
transfer via routines and tasks can be effective but varies significantly depending on the 
characteristic of both the routines and tasks, as well as both originating and receiving 
units (Gersick & Hackman 1990; Argote & Ingram 2000). 
Knowledge can also be embedded into the reservoir networks, networks combining 
two or more of said reservoirs. Such can be for example member-task network (division 
of labor), tool-task network (certain tool is used in a particular way to perform a task) or 
a member-member network (two individuals have found ways to work efficiently and 
share information or knowledge with each other. Knowledge transfer through networks 
is challenging as the context of the network is different for the source than the recipient 
(Argote & Ingram 2000). This is amplified in knowledge transfers were these networks 
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contain human components due to the different skillset of the recipient human compo-
nents and their own context, such as division of labor. Implementing network, such as 
division of labor with tasks, can diminish the performance of the recipient group in cases 
were the recipient had experience. On the other hand, implementing of such networks 
into a newly formed unit enhances the performance. (Wegner et al. 1991; Argote & In-
gram 2000.) 
Generally, knowledge transfer which includes member components are more difficult 
to conduct efficiently than knowledge transfer via other components. Subnetworks in-
cluding member components have more variation than technological components or task 
and routines. Therefore, member components are more subjected to context and the out-
come is less predictable. Additionally, knowledge transfer via subnetworks with member 
components generate another layer of challenges when the member components are not 
moving themselves, but the subnetwork is transferred from the source to the recipient. 
(Argote & Ingram 2000.) In contrast transferring subnetworks of tasks and technological 
components transfers effectively to newly formed units. Knowledge created by the source 
and embedded into the technological component-task sequence is easy to leverage, thus 
facilitating knowledge transfer. (Epple et al. 1996.) 
Networks including member components and tasks affect knowledge sharing in 
groups. While groups tend to concentrate on the information commonly shared, if group 
can identify specialist of certain task, such bias towards already shared information is 
reduced. Therefore, such network has a positive impact on knowledge sharing and per-
formance. (Strasser et al. 2000.) 
Zander and Kogut (1995) argue that knowledge can be embedded into tools of the 
organization enhance the reusing knowledge during knowledge transfer, thus improving 
performance. Balint et al. (2016) however argue that in order to effectively enable reuse 
of knowledge, there is a need for member-tool network via the knowledge is transferred. 
They argue that knowledge transfer via only tool-reservoirs, such as work instructions, is 
detrimental to knowledge transfer without the influence of the member, who can act as a 
carrier of the knowledge. 
As discussed in chapter 2.4, knowledge transfer within an organization on different 
levels by modifying or moving the reservoirs where knowledge exists. Easterby-Smith et. 
(2008) argue that knowledge transfer between organizations is affected by the character-
istics of knowledge, characteristics of the individuals who transfer the knowledge and the 
characteristics of organizations. Similarly, it can be argued that knowledge transfer be-
tween two different units within a single organization are impacted by the characteristics 
of the units between which the knowledge is transferred. Therefore, aforementioned char-
acteristics that impact knowledge transfer between organizations, have an impact in an 
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intra-organizational knowledge transfer as well. Knowledge transfer effectiveness is cru-
cial for knowledge transfer to be successful, therefore there is need to understand what 
kind of barriers there are to knowledge transfer. 
2.5 Barriers of knowledge transfer 
2.5.1 Knowledge-related barriers 
In previous research, various barriers to knowledge transfer have been identified. Some 
of the barriers can be viewed as context neutral barriers as they are related to the type of 
knowledge itself. Tacitness of knowledge causes a few barriers to knowledge transfer. 
According to Zander and Kogut (1995) tacitness of knowledge increases the difficulty of 
articulation, thus making tacit knowledge harder and slower to transmit. Simonin (1999) 
argues that tacitness increases significantly knowledge ambiguity and thus impacting neg-
atively on the outcome of the knowledge transfer. Tacit knowledge is largely embedded 
into the members of an organization and difficulty of articulation and lack of codifiability 
of tacit knowledge causes such barriers to occur. (Argote & Ingram 2000; Minbaeva 
2007.) 
Complexity of knowledge is also considered to have a negative impact on knowledge 
transfer. Complex knowledge can be complicated to transfer as complex knowledge is 
interdependent on multiple things and thus harder to both articulate and grasp setting bar-
rier for both source and recipient. (Simonin 1999; Minbaeva 2007.) Third aspect of 
knowledge that is generally related to have a negative impact on knowledge transfer is 
specificity, or rather lack of it. Non-specific knowledge or broad knowledge tends to be 
interrelated to other things similarly to complex knowledge. Therefore, non-specific 
knowledge creates same barriers for knowledge transfer as complex knowledge. (Min-
baeva 2007.) Zander and Kogut (1995) argue that non-specific knowledge causes barriers 
to knowledge transfer due to its dependency on other functions. 
However, in Minbaeva’s (2007) research she found out that significance of the char-
acteristics of knowledge to the effectiveness and outcome of knowledge transfer is sig-
nificantly lower when other determinants are factored as well. Therefore, there is need 
for another approach towards the barriers of knowledge transfer, to examine the factors 
that affect the knowledge being transferred and not the knowledge itself. Sun and Scott 
(2005) divide the sources for barriers to knowledge transfer according to the Crossan and 
Hulland’s (1996) levels where knowledge transfer happen: individual, team, organiza-
tional and inter-organizational. It could be argued that knowledge transfer in this case 
happens between organizations, as the new team operates in a different country in a 
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branch office. The fact that the organization itself doesn’t change, blurs the organizational 
boundaries enough that it is justified to focus on other aspects than inter-organizational 
barriers. 
2.5.2 Individual-level barriers 
Individual level barriers are such that affect the individual ability to transfer knowledge. 
(Sun & Scott 2005). Absorptive capacity is widely recognized as a major barrier as it 
hampers the pace of knowledge transfer and limits the effectiveness of methods (see e.g. 
Gupta & Govindarajan 2000; Goh 2002; Minbaeva 2007). Low absorptive capacity of the 
recipient side sets a barrier to knowledge transfer. Especially knowledge gaps in core 
production or technical expertise result in knowledge loss, as the recipient is unable to 
utilize knowledge fully. (Haasis et al. 2018.) 
As mentioned before, motivation is highly related to absorptive capacity. Gupta and 
Govidarajan (2000) proposed that lack of motivation prohibits parties to engage in the 
knowledge transfer process. For an individual, it is often beneficial to withhold relevant 
knowledge, as it can promote position within the organization and act as a source of 
power. Being the only source of certain knowledge, an individual has leverage over the 
organization an becomes hard to replace. Often employees do not see any reward from 
transferring knowledge and thus refrain from sharing knowledge, hampering knowledge 
transfer. (Goh 2002.) On the other hand, fear of exploitation is a major issue when trans-
ferring knowledge offshore or outsourcing services. Source of the knowledge often think 
that transferring knowledge results into layoffs after the knowledge transfer as production 
is transferred along the knowledge. (Haasis et al. 2018.) 
Motivation impacts individual’s willingness to engage into knowledge transfer, but 
relations do as well. Relations between the source and the recipient can become a major 
barrier to knowledge transfer. Problematic relations hinder effectiveness of communica-
tion and knowledge transfer is less likely to be effective. (Goh 2002.) Relations affect the 
ease of communication and frequency of it, which directly links to the exchange of infor-
mation between the source and the recipient (Szulanski 2000). Relations also affect the 
knowledge on who-knows-what, thus better relations generate new communication chan-
nels facilitating knowledge transfer, while absence of such channels prohibit knowledge 
transfer (Argote & Ingram 2000). 
On the other hand, cultural differences potentially cause major individual barriers to 
knowledge transfer. Differences in working methods and learning methods prohibit 
knowledge transfer and decrease the pace. Cultural differences can also lead to a need to 
modify tasks and routines on both production and managerial level. (Haasis et al. 2018.) 
Simonin (1999), however, argues that cultural differences are not inherently a barrier for 
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knowledge transfer, but organization’s experience in collaboration and lack of collabora-
tive culture within the organization allow cultural distance to become a barrier. Language 
barriers often result into loss of knowledge, which is amplified if the common language 
used between source and the recipient is second language for both groups (Haasis et al. 
2018). 
 
2.5.3 Team-level barriers 
Team level barriers are barriers that occur in interaction within or between teams. Teams 
act as a hub for learning for individuals learning. While learning happens individually, in 
an organization it is collective social process and teams provide opportunity to process 
newly obtained knowledge and discuss about it. Team level barriers are sometimes inter-
changeable to individual barriers but operate on a different level. For example, compe-
tencies of an individual, or whole team, such as absorptive capacity, affect the knowledge 
flow from source to recipient on both levels. Therefore, lack of competencies determines 
the extent of knowledge transfer and might pose a barrier. Similarly, relations are also a 
team level barrier, since team members affect each other’s opinions and thus affect the 
individual relations and extend of knowledge sharing. (Simon 1991; Sun & Scott 2005.) 
Team structuring can also cause barriers, since teams have tendency to discuss mainly 
about shared knowledge and dismiss sharing knowledge possessed by only few members. 
This can however be balanced by specialization and assigning clear roles, which enhance 
knowledge sharing. (Strasser et al. 2000.) However, knowledge that is highly personified 
and possessed by few individuals in the source team is most difficult to transfer (Argote 
& Ingram 2000). 
Additionally, team norm is a potential source of barrier or factor that facilitates 
knowledge transfer. Team shares identity and form common values and motives. Devia-
tion from those create uncertainty, which hinders the knowledge transfer. (Sun & Scott 
2005.) Team’s predicted impact of knowledge sharing in terms of compensation affects 
significantly on team’s behavior to develop networks and mechanisms of knowledge 
sharing, thus facilitating or hindering the process. (Cabrera & Cabrera 2005.) Sun and 
Scott (2005) also acknowledge culture as a team level barrier, as teams have largely var-
ying learning cultures and values, which can significantly hinder knowledge transfer be-
tween teams. 
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2.5.4 Organizational-level barriers 
Sun and Scott (2005) identify organizational level barriers to be related to organizational 
systems and structures, and organizational relations. For example, existing structuring of 
tasks and division of labor might cause a significant barrier, since that structuring might 
not work in the new context. Similarly transferring existing network to a new context 
often fails as the components are interdependent. (Argote & Ingram 2000.) Organizations 
should try to ensure that employees work with individuals and groups with similar 
knowledge capacities. Similar knowledge capacity of the recipient and the source facili-
tate knowledge transfer, while large differences hinder knowledge transfer. (Goh 2002.) 
On the other hand, organizational relations pose a both significant threat and a possi-
bility for knowledge transfer. Each unit have a network position, which affects unit’s 
access to knowledge through social networks within the organization. Units residing in 
central positions in the organizations interunit network are more like to have access to 
important knowledge and thus are more like to create valuable organizational knowledge. 
Central interunit positions facilitate knowledge transfer and decrease the costs of 
knowledge transfer. Therefore, the new positioning of the team has a significantly differ-
ent impact on such knowledge transfer than the existing positioning. (Tsai 2001.) 
Sun and Scott (2005) further theorize that source of these organizational level barriers 
is in organizational culture. Similarly, Goh (2002) argues that successful knowledge 
transfer requires that organization’s culture promote collaboration and co-operation. Such 
culture can be viewed as a necessity to knowledge transfer, as knowledge transfer mainly 
happens via co-operation. Trust between individuals and groups act as a significant vari-
able for co-operation and employees desire to participate in co-operation required for 
knowledge transfer. Organization can enhance level of trust with open decision making 
and by allowing employees open access to information. On the other hand, secretive and 
unilateral decision making and lack of information and communication hinder trust and 
results in poor climate for co-operation to foster. Poor conditions significantly decrease 
the effectiveness of structured processes of knowledge transfer. Organizations which cul-
ture allows and encourages employees to seek and solve problems, improves knowledge 
transfer and lack of such culture hinders it. (Goh 1998; Goh 2002.) 
However, in addition to mentioned barriers, resources can potentially create significant 
barriers to knowledge transfer. Resource allocation to the knowledge transfer becomes 
difficult when location changes. Organizations tend to have problems on motivating em-
ployees of the source unit to be temporarily transferred to the new location to conduct the 
knowledge transfer and training. This is true especially in cases of offshoring. (Haasis et 
al. 2018.) Research by Balint et al. (2016) highlights the importance of correct resource 
allocation. They argue that repetition and reuse of acquired knowledge significantly im-
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proves performance, but only if the recipients need to engage in training with source em-
ployees. In fact, they argue that knowledge transfer via only codified knowledge reposi-
tories might be detrimental to the knowledge transfer. This is supported by Guo et al. 
(2019) who argue that a significant barrier to knowledge transfer is lack of carriers of 
knowledge, which allow recipients to further understand codified knowledge. However, 
Guo et al. (2019) propose that the carrier does not necessarily need to be a person, but for 
example a software can act as a supporting element.  
As discussed earlier in this chapter, knowledge in an organization exists in many forms 
and the knowledge transfer mechanisms should reflect the needs that the knowledge 
aimed to be transferred requires. Knowledge transfer as a process is a complex process 
with multiple potential bottlenecks and sources of barriers. These should be taken into 
consideration before knowledge transfer is initiated. In the following chapter, knowledge 
transfer will be studied in the context of offshoring. 
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3 KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER IN OFFSHORING PROJECTS 
3.1 Defining offshoring 
Offshoring is essentially a result of a change in competitive advantage. When it is more 
feasible to produce somewhere else than in the place production currently happens, pro-
duction location moves to a new, more feasible location. This phenomenon has been pre-
sent throughout the history but has become ever more present during the 21st century. 
Offshoring includes goods production, but as communication technology has developed, 
more and more services that can be produced in off-country locations have been offshored 
as well. (Blinder 2006.) 
Offshoring by default means that the location of the production is changed from a 
country to another. Offshoring usually is related to a transfer to a remote country and term 
nearshoring is used to refer offshoring production to closely located areas, for example 
Western European companies offshoring to Eastern Europe. In general, offshoring is con-
ducted to maximize benefits of cheaper labor. Nearshoring instead aims to lower the pro-
duction costs, while minimizing the additional costs caused by the changes in production 
and adaptation to different cultures and languages. (Trampel 2004; Bock 2008.) Mainly 
the choice between locations is that lower wages equal to lower skills and education of 
workers, resulting more costs in setting up the production and fixing issues. Companies 
need to balance such tradeoff when choosing the location to offshore. (Bock 2008.) 
However, in the recent years a new phenomenon of reshoring has gained importance 
in global economy. Companies are relocating offshored jobs back to developed countries 
and developed countries have started programs to aid such actions. Typically, reshoring 
happens when the original offshored production is underperforming or when the business 
environment in the host country has changed in a way that the underlying advantages of 
the original offshore decision are not in place anymore. (Albertoni et al. 2017.) Di Mauro 
et al. (2018) argue that in additionally competitive strategy can be a motivation to re-
shore production, such as improvement of ‘locally made’ -brand image. 
On the other hand, decisions to offshore, or re-shore for that matter, production might 
not always be economic based decisions. Management characteristics have a significant 
impact on these decisions. Personal experiences about offshoring or the host country can 
act as a factor affecting such decision. Similarly, managers have opinionated decision 
about the chosen strategy. Managers have difficulties to change the chosen strategy even 
when the strategy is underperforming, thus falling into the sunken cost logic. (Musteen 
2016.)  
While the motivations to offshore vary, modes of offshoring do as well. Offshoring 
can be done in two different ways. The first method is outsourcing, which can be defined 
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as a situation where the production of goods or services are conducted by a source exter-
nal to the organization (Lankford & Parsa 1999). Typically, this is done because the ex-
ternal source is more efficient in that specific production, thus allowing the outsourcing 
company to focus on the core business (Schneiderjans & Zuckweiler 2004). 
Offshore insourcing however means that the production is relocated to another country 
but kept within the boundaries of the organization. To succeed in in offshoring project, 
companies need to be committed to learn and improve offshore processes (Prikladnicki 
et al. 2007; Moe et al. 2012). Offshoring requires a trusting relationship between the par-
ties in order to develop and improve the offshore process. This can be hard to form in 
outsourcing projects. Outsourcing projects are more likely to face several issues that ham-
per the success of offshoring. Such include high turnover, lack of commitment, lack of 
domain knowledge and poor communication. While insourcing, the company retains 
more power over processes and thus have greater access to develop them. (Moe et al 
2012.) In general, offshoring can be divided by the governing party and by the host coun-
try. Offshore ventures managed by a third party is considered outsourcing, while ventures 
fully controlled by the offshoring company are captives. Similarly, the location of the 
venture divides the ventures in nearshore ventures and offshore ventures. (Tate & Bals 
2017.) This is illustrated in table 2 below. 
 
Table 2 Offshoring options (adapted from Tate & Bals 2017, 107) 
In this study, the view that offshoring is change of production location to a foreign 
country is adopted. It seems appropriate to adopt the viewpoint that the change is driven 
by the cost savings as it was the reason for the offshoring decision in the company. Ad-
ditionally, in this case the offshoring seems to fit into the nearshoring category of a near-
shore captive, as the venture is a branch office abroad. Therefore, further mentions about 
offshoring in this study refer to nearshore captives. As offshoring, as a phenomenon, has 
been identified, there is need to explore the further impact that the offshoring context has 
on knowledge transfer. 
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3.2 Knowledge transfer in offshoring projects  
3.2.1 Transferring knowledge across national borders 
Organization that chooses to engage into an offshoring project faces the task to transfer 
knowledge from the onshore to the offshore location. The offshore staff must acquire the 
new knowledge in a rapid pace so they can get a quick access to existing domain 
knowledge and find out who-knows-what in order to start the production. In the case of 
offshoring, knowledge transfer resembles knowledge diffusion because of the relatively 
short time frame for the knowledge movement. The knowledge that is not transferred will 
result to a knowledge loss and it is common that large swaths of knowledge will be lost 
with the employees that are laid off from the onshore location. (Chua & Pan 2006.) 
Knowledge transfer between countries is a complex process which has its unique chal-
lenges (Gaur et al. 2019). Cross-border knowledge transfer means that there are differ-
ences in formal and informal institutions and culture that pose additional challenge on top 
of the geographical distance (Cuervo-Cazurra & Rui 2017; Minbaeva et al 2018). Cuervo-
Cazurra and Rui (2017) argue that a major source of barriers to knowledge transfer is 
biased or neglecting attitude towards the knowledge of the source. They found out that if 
recipient side has a dismissive attitude towards the knowledge, it hinders the acquisition 
of knowledge. Additionally, the biased attitude towards source’s knowledge caused re-
cipients to not use the knowledge and refuse to acknowledge the superiority of such 
knowledge even after the acquisition of the knowledge (Cuervo-Cazurra & Rui 2017). 
On the other hand, motivation of the source of the knowledge to fully engage into the 
knowledge transfer process is more relevant question when knowledge transfer happens 
in offshoring context (Chua & Pan 2008). Transferring the knowledge bears more risk of 
exploitation for onshore employees, and thus might result in onshore employees to with-
hold knowledge and intentionally perform knowledge transfer poorly (Blomkvist 2012). 
Social integration mechanisms are mechanisms that foster individuals to create social 
relations and interact with each other to pursue a common goal. Such mechanisms are 
extremely potent in creating absorptive capacity and enhancing knowledge transfer or 
knowledge diffusion within a group. (Von Briel et al. 2019.) Von Briel et al. (2019) argue 
that for successful cross-border knowledge transfer, promotion of these social integration 
mechanisms, are vital. Similarly, Cuervo-Cazurra and Rui (2017) argue that weak social 
integration mechanisms between source and recipient, as well as within the recipient unit, 
create a barrier for knowledge transfer from external sources and hamper the use of ex-
ternal knowledge, by blocking the conversion into internal knowledge. They argue, that 
lack of social integration diminishes the incentives for employees to seek for knowledge 
from external sources.  
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Chua and Pan (2008) conducted an empirical study about an offshore knowledge trans-
fer project. They found out that previous technical knowledge of a new formed team to 
be significant bottle neck and that this results in knowledge loss due to intentional deci-
sion not to try to transfer certain tacit and process knowledge due to hindered absorptive 
capacity. They argue that the absorptive capacity was hindered in these areas because of 
the lack of technical knowledge. Fast paced knowledge transfers result in knowledge 
overflow for recipient side and typically this hinders the ability to absorb more complex 
knowledge. As knowledge overflow is a common phenomenon, frequent evaluation and 
feedback is an important tool to asses which transferred knowledge can in fact be applied 
on the offshore site. For technical knowledge few months is usually enough to reach sat-
isfactory results, but for organizational and tacit knowledge six- to twelve-month transfer 
period was found inadequate. (Chua & Pan 2006; Chua & Pan 2008.) 
As discussed above knowledge transfer in offshoring context happens in a special set-
ting and adds additional challenges to the process. One of the major differences to 
knowledge transfer abroad relates into differences in organizational culture, which re-
quires deeper exploration. 
3.2.2 Organizational culture in offshoring context 
As previously discussed, organizational culture is widely acknowledged to be an im-
portant factor of the effectiveness of knowledge transfer process and either a source of 
barriers or an enhancing force to the process. In context of offshore knowledge transfer, 
this becomes a more prevalent factor due to the fact, that subsidiaries, or offshore units, 
operate within their local environments and comply with the corporative culture of the 
headquarters. This can cause conflicts between the corporative culture and local national 
culture. Offshore locations develop their own values and norms making it difficult to 
transfer organizational culture abroad. (Jaeger 1983; Regnér & Zander 2011; Li & Lee 
2015.)  
Gaur et al. (2019) argue that national cultural differences are reflected in the differing 
organizational cultures within the same organization. They also argue that while the na-
tional differences might not affect the transfer of codified knowledge, the flow of tacit 
knowledge can be impacted significantly due to differences in communication and social 
interaction. Additionally, they argue that even in situations where the offshore location 
has integrated corporate culture well, the national institutional environment can affect 
knowledge transfer as some of the national characteristics remain after integration. 
Parts of an organization also form sub-cultures that can have extremely different val-
ues and norms that the surrounding organizational culture. These sub-cultures determine 
how knowledge is viewed and valued within that unit and might create conflicts which 
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cause miscommunication. Therefore, it is imperative to understand how different subcul-
tures affect the knowledge transfer. (De Long & Fahey 2000.) 
The headquarter plays an important role in generation of organizational culture in the 
organization’s offshore locations and units. It is paramount to promote knowledge sharing 
as a standard, eliminate hindering factors and promote enabling factors such as collabo-
ration and tools of knowledge transfer. (Blomkvist 2012.) Minbaeva et al. (2018) high-
light the importance of organizational culture that favors knowledge transfer, as sufficient 
channels of knowledge transfer do not ensure success in knowledge transfer processes. 
They argue that the effective use of channels is more important, which enhances the cod-
ification ability of the source. 
Vaara et al. (2012) suggest that cultural differences between the source and recipient 
impact positively on the knowledge transfer. This is due to the potential of learning when 
two parties with large differences in the knowledge bases engage into a knowledge trans-
fer process. However, they argue that cultural differences have a potential of causing so-
cial conflicts between parties that lead to miscommunication and mistrust, which signifi-
cantly hinder knowledge transfer. People usually associate converging beliefs and values 
with attractiveness and trustworthiness. This applies to both real and stereotypical con-
ceptions which might not correspond to organizational reality. This typically results in in-
group versus out-group bias and cooperation issues between parties. (Vaara et al. 2012.) 
Similarly, McAllister (1995) argues that trust tends to be greater between groups when 
the groups are culturally similar. Vaara et al. (2012) further argue that organizational in-
tegration between the parties of knowledge transfer is necessary in order to avoid social 
conflicts. They propose that better the organization can integrate the parties, better is the 
outcome of the knowledge transfer, thus limiting potential social conflicts and accessing 
the benefits of cultural differences. 
Implementation of newly acquired knowledge is related to the similarities of norms 
and values between the source and recipient (Yildiz & Fey 2010). Szulanski (2000) argues 
that incompatibilities need to be unlearned before full implementation and integration of 
the new knowledge. Transfer of new knowledge does not mean that recipients will accept 
it and use it instantly. The recipients might report that they are using the new knowledge, 
but instead still use previous routines and working patterns, or only partially implement 
the acquired knowledge. (Kostova 1999; Yildiz & Fey 2010.) Perceived value of the ac-
quired knowledge by the recipients determine the rate of implementation of the acquired 
knowledge. Also, an important factor of the implementation rate is how the knowledge 
can be related to the existing knowledge and past experiences. (Yildiz & Fey 2010.) Or-
ganizational unlearning, which refers to the process of discarding existing routines and 
adapt new ones, is an important tool to enhance implementation of new knowledge. 
(Tsang & Zhara 2008; Wang et al. 2017.) Organizations should aim to eliminate such 
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routines and structures that hinder implementation of new knowledge and thus set a bar-
rier to the knowledge transfer. (Yildiz & Fey 2010.) 
Even as unlearning can significantly improve knowledge transfer, it is vital for the 
organization to preserve the elements that are compatible between the parties (Yildix & 
Fey 2010). Argote and Ingram (2000) argue that knowledge transfer requires modification 
of routines and processes when transferred to a new context, as they possess embedded 
knowledge that is not entirely interdependent from the existing context, thus making it 
impossible to transfer such knowledge. 
Offshoring as a context for knowledge transfer includes certain specifics which should 
be considered, when offshoring is conducted. As discussed, context of offshoring sets 
prerequisites for a successful knowledge transfer compared to its counterpart, knowledge 
transfer conducted within national borders. In the following chapter, effects of KIBS con-
text to knowledge transfer is pondered.  
3.3 Knowledge transfer in KIBS context 
Offshoring of KIBS has experienced a significant growth as a phenomenon during the 
last decades and the range of services being offshored has increased from coding and call-
center work to various back-office services. Large scope of KIBS offshoring has created 
clusters within the developing countries, which has accelerated the offshoring, as compa-
nies have better access of skilled workforce in those areas. Offshoring KIBS places more 
emphasize on the knowledge management, in terms of knowledge transfer compared to 
more traditional offshoring of production of goods. (Massini & Miozzo 2012.)  
Labor-intensiveness of services make knowledge management and knowledge transfer 
mechanisms important to process improvement and standardization (Rai & Sam-
barmurthy 2006). Standardized processes and knowledge of implementation and retain-
ing knowledge are essential in services offshoring (Balint et al. 2016). Offshored service 
delivery centers typically have high turnover rates, which sets a challenge to retain 
knowledge once offshoring is completed. Standardization allows organization to retain 
knowledge of the processes. (Levina & Su 2008; Balint et al. 2016.) However, KIBS 
sector usually relies heavily on high customization of services towards clients’ needs and 
tend to have large amounts of uncodified and specialized knowledge embedded into the 
organization. This results in a situation where knowledge exists only in tacit form, creat-
ing challenges to standardization. (Koch & Strotmann 2008.) 
Based on above, knowledge transfer in KIBS context revolves around the nature of the 
knowledge and the tacitness of the knowledge. Tacit knowledge, as discussed before, is 
more difficult to transfer (see e.g. Minbaeva 2007) and requires more commitment from 
individuals who posses the knowledge (see e.g. Argote & Ingram 2000). According to 
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Balint et al. (2016) usage of knowledge repositories (physical knowledge reservoirs) do 
not facilitate knowledge transfer alone but require a human interaction as the individual 
who possesses the knowledge acts as a carrier of the knowledge for the recipient. This 
supports the proposition of Argote and Ingram (2000) that member-tool or member-task 
networks are effective methods for transferring tacit knowledge. Furthermore Balint et al. 
(2016) research shows that relying on knowledge repositories without the carrier is detri-
mental for knowledge when transferring knowledge in service context. This supports the 
claim that KIBS sector is reliant on its employees and tacit knowledge they possess.  
Leonardi and Bailey (2008) propose that knowledge transfer when offshoring KIBS 
should promote task-based offshoring. Significant amount of knowledge in KIBS pro-
cesses is embedded into tasks and employees’ interaction with the tasks. Knowledge 
transfer should revolve around knowledge about the processes and less around organiza-
tional knowledge or knowledge about the product. (Leonardi & Bailey 2006.) However, 
Thompson et al. (2000) argue that broad training and comparison of different cases 
greatly enhances individual’s ability to transfer knowledge. In contrast, they argue that 
those who do not compare different cases and are not concerning the underlying princi-
ples transfer knowledge poorly. Argote and Ingram (2000) also promote task-based 
knowledge transfer mechanisms, if they include networks of knowledge reservoirs, such 
as tool-task or member-task networks. Since tasks require individuals to perform them, 
tasks and task-member networks are effective to transfer tacit knowledge that is embed-
ded in both reservoirs. (Argote & Ingram 2000.) 
Networks that include tasks is an effective way to transfer knowledge, however tasks 
generally need to be adjusted according to the new context (Argote & Ingram 2000). 
Replication of a process or a task is not possible by combining correct pieces together, as 
they include employees who always possess unique organizational skills. Replication 
takes time to build in order to adapt to the new context. (Teece et al. 1997.) However, 
Balint et al. (2016) suggest that knowledge transfer should always occur with standard-
ized processes and modification should be left to post-implementation phase, as the mod-
ification of the processes is detrimental to the knowledge transfer effectiveness. 
3.4 Synthesis 
Figure 5 presents the theoretical framework for this study. The framework is an adaptation 
of multiple models which approach challenges of knowledge transfer from different view-
points. This framework illustrates the factors and the process leading to an effective 
knowledge transfer between the source and the recipient. Based on the previous literature, 
the framework combines the process of knowledge transfer with various factors with that 
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affect the knowledge transfer. These factors potentially create barriers for effective 
knowledge transfer. 
 
Figure 5 Conceptual Framework 
The framework presented in figure 5 consist of location of knowledge in an organiza-
tion. This was adapted from Argote and Ingram (2000) and their framework on the 
knowledge reservoirs in an organization where knowledge is stored in either members, 
tools or task and routines of an organization. Secondly, the framework has adopted 
knowledge flow level framework from Crossan and Hulland (1996; see Sun & Scott 2005) 
in which knowledge can be transferred in an interaction between individuals, teams and 
the organization. In this case, the fourth level, inter-organizational, was left out due to it 
not being relevant for the study. 
Additionally, there are factors that affect the knowledge being transferred. These fac-
tors have been divided into four groups. Firstly, knowledge transfer mechanisms, modi-
fying knowledge reservoirs or moving knowledge reservoirs. Secondly, knowledge re-
lated factors, which refer to the nature of knowledge like tacitness, specificity and com-
plexity. Thirdly, actor related factors, which refer to the characteristics of the individuals 
who participate in the knowledge transfer process. These characteristics include absorp-
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tive capacity, motivation and culture. And finally, organizational factors such as organi-
zational culture, organizational structures and resources are determined by the organiza-
tion. These factors affect both, the level on which the knowledge is transferred and on the 
act of knowledge transfer itself, by facilitating the knowledge transfer or creating barriers 
to it. 
Knowledge can be transferred within an organization by moving knowledge reser-
voirs. The reservoirs are members, tools and task and routines. In practice moving the 
reservoirs mean that those reservoirs that posses the knowledge are moved to the new 
location, thus providing the knowledge to the recipients. In practice this means that for 
example personnel, who posses the knowledge, are transferred to work in the new team, 
or by providing the recipients access to existing knowledge repositories of explicit 
knowledge, such as work instructions. Alternatively, knowledge reservoirs of the recipi-
ents can be modified, which in practice refer to the training of the recipients and adjusting 
the tasks and tools to the new context. (Argote & Ingram 2000.) These methods can also 
be used in conjunction, and often temporary movement of members to enable the modi-
fication of the recipient’s reservoirs can be considered an effective way to transfer 
knowledge (Argote & Ingram 2000; Gruenfeld et al. 2000; Balint et al 2016). 
Knowledge related factors and actor related factors are based on the framework pre-
sented by Easterby-Smith et al. (2008), which is shown in more detail in figure 3. 
Knowledge related factors refer to the characteristics of knowledge and how it affects 
transfer of knowledge. Tacitness of knowledge create a barrier to transfer of knowledge 
and requires human interaction to be transferred. More complex the knowledge being 
transferred is, slower the knowledge transfers and the transfer requires more competence 
from the participants. Similarly, as the degree of specificity of the knowledge declines, 
transferring that knowledge becomes more difficult and time consuming. (Easterby-Smith 
et al. 2008; Simonin 1999; Minbaeva 2007; Zander & Kogut 1995.) 
Actor related factors refer to the characteristics of the source and the recipient of the 
that have an impact on the effectiveness of knowledge transfer. In framework by 
Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) absorptive capacity and motivation are individual character-
istics that impact on the knowledge transfer. Absorptive capacity of the participants has 
a significant impact on the effectiveness of the knowledge transfer, as it largely deter-
mines how efficiently the source can output knowledge and the recipient can absorb 
knowledge (Easterby-Smith et al. 2008.) Motivation on the other hand largely determines 
the degree of engagement of the parties to the process (Gupta & Govindarajan 2000). 
Additionally, culture was added as an actor related factor. Cultural differences of individ-
uals have potential to create significant barriers to knowledge transfer (Haasis et al. 2018). 
Lastly, there are organizational factors which include wide array of factors that the 
organization generates. These are such as organizational culture which can either facili-
tate or hinder knowledge transfer, organizational structures which enable or disable 
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knowledge transfer. Resources can also be viewed as a major impacting factor, as organ-
ization decides the amount of time and effort is put into the knowledge transfer process, 
thus affecting the effectiveness and success of the knowledge transfer. (Tsai 2001; Goh 
2002; Sun & Scott 2005; Balint et al. 2016.)  
This whole framework operates in the contexts of offshoring and KIBS. Offshoring 
has a significant impact on the knowledge transfer process. As discussed before offshor-
ing creates additional challenges to the knowledge transfers, which need to be resolved 
to achieve effective knowledge transfer. For example, offshoring impacts the amount of 
resources available to the knowledge transfer and thus determines the degree of utilization 
of member reservoirs in the process. Similarly, offshoring determines the cultural differ-
ences of the actors of knowledge transfer and thus potentially creates barriers related to 
the cultural differences. While offshoring naturally has a larger impact on some compo-
nents in this framework than others, it can be argued that the offshoring context has some 
impact to all of them. Similarly, to offshoring KIBS as a context impacts the whole pro-
cess. For example, KIBS as a context typically increases the tacitness of knowledge that 
is transferred. Therefore, KIBS context tends to mean that relevant information in an or-
ganization is largely present in member reservoirs and tasks and routines, thus impacting 
on from which reservoirs and through which levels knowledge flows to the recipients. 
(Chua & Pan 2008; Koch & Strotmann 2008; Argote & Ingram 2000.) 
To summarize, the framework indicates that if a strong understanding of the impacting 
factors of knowledge transfer in offshoring context is present, the challenges can be iden-
tified and thus barriers eliminated or mitigated. Moreover, this should positively impact 
the successfulness of the knowledge transfer and thus successfulness of the offshoring 
project. In the following chapter the empirical research is introduced. 
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4 METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Research approach 
The research approach is the strategy that allows the researcher the access to the infor-
mation that is needed to answer the objective of the study (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2002, 47). 
The purpose of this study is to examine knowledge transfer in an offshore insourcing 
project and recognize the enhancing factors and potential barriers that impact the outcome 
of the knowledge transfer. The qualitative research approach was chosen as the most suit-
able option. The research problem focuses on the individuals and their actions in an or-
ganization and is rather abstract. Qualitative approach supports such researches (Ghauri 
& Grønhaug 2002, 87).  Qualitative data focuses on natural events in natural settings 
which is well-suited to describe real life situations. Qualitative data takes the local context 
into account and has the emphasis on the specific case. The data also allows production 
of rich and holistic explanations. Data, that is collected over a sustained period, has an 
ability to describe causality. Ability to variate data collection methods and times, gives 
qualitative studies better understanding of the progress of the phenomenon it studies. 
(Miles & Huberman 1994, 10.)  Therefore, qualitative research seems to be the best option 
for this study. In this study, the context is extremely relevant and there is a need to gather 
rich data. The study focuses on a knowledge transfer process and especially the individ-
uals performing the knowledge transfer and their experiences, thus understanding the cau-
sality of events and actions is crucial.  
However, the main reason to choose qualitative approach is purely practical. The aim 
of the study is to provide ways to enhance knowledge transfer and mitigate the challenges 
that, those who transfer the knowledge, face. Quantitative research that can provide sta-
tistically significant information about ways that enhance knowledge transfer and miti-
gate its challenges, would require vast amount of resources and ability to research multi-
ple instances in which various efforts to enhance knowledge transfer were implemented. 
Thus, a quantitative method was not regarded as feasible. Additionally, it is obvious that 
such study would have multiple different contexts, which would hinder the ability to focus 
on the particular context of this study and would not aim to fill the research gap this study 
aims to fill. 
Qualitative research can be conducted in multiple different ways. The method for this 
study was chosen to be ethnographic research. Ethnographic research differs from other 
scientific methods in two ways. Firstly, it is necessary to find out what are the actual 
actions of participating individuals and the reasons behind those actions, before it is pos-
sible to make interpretations of those actions. Secondly, the researcher cannot control 
what happens and cannot control the environment. (LeCompte & Schensul 1999, 1-2.) 
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Ethnographic method has certain strengths over other qualitative methods. It provides 
an accurate reflection of perspectives and behavior, provides more intimate and accurate 
interaction with the participants, and most importantly allows the evaluation of the dis-
crepancy between the actions and statements of the participants. (LeCompte & Schensul 
1999, 8; Khan & Jerolmack 2013.)  
For this study ethnographic method was chosen for few reasons. Ethnographic research 
can provide a unique data set for the research. In this study, the researcher was able to 
observe the environment of knowledge transfer and thus had the ability to potentially 
notice underlying factors that impacted knowledge transfer, which other participants of 
the knowledge transfer did not notice. Additionally, the ability to evaluate the accuracy 
of the data gathered by interviews was considered as a positive aspect, thus affecting the 
choice of the research method. In this study, ethnographic method allows the researcher 
to better focus on the challenges, that the individuals face during the process, which was 
considered relevant for the aim of the study. Additionally, the lack of ethnographic studies 
in previous literature about knowledge transfer favored such approach for this study, as 
the researcher had a unique opportunity to conduct study of this type. Arguably a new 
approach offers a chance to either confirm or challenge previous findings. 
4.2 Data collection 
4.2.1 Observation 
In this study data was collected in two ways, through observation and through interviews. 
Observation is an ethnographic research method that requires the researcher to use num-
ber of different ways to collect data and play different roles in the group (Baker 2006). 
Gorman and Clayton (2005, 3) defined observation as a systematic recording of observa-
ble phenomenon or behavior in a natural context. Observation requires that the researcher 
uses multiple ways to collect data and must play various roles within the group, while 
maintaining a primary role of a researcher in order to collect data and analyze it (Baker 
2006). In this study, observations were made by watching the participants and their ac-
tions, and by listening conversations and meetings. Due to the rather active role of the 
researcher, some conversations about the progress of the knowledge transfer and about 
the factors impacting it were also initiated with the participants. Additionally, the re-
searcher contemplated his own actions and how it impacted the knowledge transfer.  
As discussed above, systematic observation is an important aspect of observation. In 
this study, the observation was conducted every workday from September until the end 
of December 2019. Observations were written into a field log which was updated daily, 
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excluding holidays. As the observations were related to both work and this study, the 
observations were analyzed throughout the day, especially during the time the researcher 
was in the target country. Therefore, the observation can be considered systematic in this 
study. 
Observation as a data collection method can be divided into three categories, depend-
ing on the role of the researcher. Participant observation happens when the researcher is 
part of the phenomenon that is the subject of the research. Participating observation means 
that the researcher has an impact on the phenomenon that is the subject of the research, 
but the researcher has a definite “outsider” role and is not a part of the group or the or-
ganization that is being observed. Neutral observation refers to a research where the re-
searcher actively stays out of the phenomenon and does not impact on the events, there-
fore the phenomenon presents itself as it would without observation. (Paalumäki & 
Vähämäki 2020.) In this study, participant observation was used, as the researcher did 
actively participate in knowledge transfer and had a role that significantly impacted the 
outcome of the knowledge transfer. 
When observation is conducted, it is important to decide the range of observation and 
limit the observation to those subjects that are relevant for the study. Also, it is important 
to decide which aspects are worth to observe and when should observation be conducted. 
Generally, in a case where the researcher has only a vague knowledge about the phenom-
enon being observed, it is reasonable to start with free observation, which is essentially 
observation of everything. Therefore, the researcher can notice the characteristics of the 
context and observe without any biases. (Paalumäki & Vähämäki 2020.) Typically, the 
researcher creates field logs and keeps diary about the events and actions taken within the 
context of the phenomenon. This should include the actual actions related to the phenom-
enon, but also can include other sources, like conversations within the group, emails, 
meetings etc. (Paalumäki & Vähämäki 2020; Baker 2006.)  
In this study, observation aimed to find challenges, enhancing factors and other points 
of interests regarding the phenomenon, like changes in overall feeling of the participants 
towards certain issue or aspect of the process. Due to the limited understanding of the 
phenomenon during the observation phase, the researcher tried to observe everything pos-
sible, at least in the early stages of the transition. During the later stages, the focus was 
placed more on the conversations with the participants as it was clear for the researcher 
that everything cannot be covered, and the researcher had obligations towards the organ-
ization to perform in his job. Thus, the conversations with the participants and the con-
versations the participants had between each other was deemed to be more fruitful and 
efficient targets for observation. 
In this study, participant observation was a natural selection for observation method, 
due to the researchers position in the organization. Observation was conducted in the 
workplace, both in Finland and in the target location while the researcher was stationed 
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there to conduct knowledge transfer. A field log, or a diary, was created about the inter-
esting facts and events that impacted knowledge transfer process. Conversation of the 
participants, their actions, progress of knowledge transfer, email correspondence during 
the process and managerial actions were observed during the knowledge transfer process. 
The focus was on the conversations of the participants and the actions of the participants 
during the process. 
4.2.2 Interviews 
Another data collection method for this study was interviews. A problem with participant 
observation is that the researcher can be subjective towards the phenomenon and due to 
previous experience and biases, focuses on certain things while missing other aspects 
(Paalumäki & Vähämäki 2020). Baker (2006) argues that observation inherently includes 
researcher bias, which results into selective observation, selective recording and selective 
interpretation of situation. To alleviate these problems there was a need to gather data that 
offer a different viewpoint and do not share the biases with the researcher. Therefore, 
interviews were chosen as the second data collection method. 
Interview is the most common method for data collection in qualitative studies. Gen-
erally, they are conversations that consist a series of questions and answers (Eriksson & 
Kovalainen 2016, 83). Interviews can be divided into different types depending on the 
level of structuring the interview consist (Hirsjärvi et al. 1996, 203). Structured interview 
has a clear format and a definite order in which each question will be asked. An unstruc-
tured interview resembles normal discussion as it has no format or guidelines. A semi-
structured has pre-determined questions but allows the researcher to enrich the data by 
asking additional, more specific questions during the interview. (Ghauri & Grønhaug 
2002, 100–101; Hirsjärvi et. al 1996, 203–204; Eskola & Suoranta 1998.) 
Semi-structured interview was chosen, as it allows certain flexibility for the researcher. 
The subject was quite broad and has multiple aspects, therefore semi-structured interview 
fitted well for the data collection purpose. The interviews included relatively large num-
ber of questions but answers mainly overlapped with multiple questions and thus only 
few additional questions were needed. To ensure that the necessary topics were covered, 
the operationalization of the research questions was conducted. Operationalization of the 
research questions aims to combine theory with real-life context. Empirical portion of the 
study should reflect the theory it is based on therefore operationalization of the questions 
is necessary. (Eskola & Suoranta 1998.) Operationalization is shown in table 3 below and 
the interview in appendix 1.  
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Table 3 Operationalization of the Research Questions 
Research 
Question 
Sub  
Question 
Themes Theory Chap-
ter 
Interview 
Themes 
Questions 
 
 Introduction  Introduction 0.1-0.2 
How 
knowledge 
transfer can 
be enhanced, 
and chal-
lenges of 
knowledge 
transfer miti-
gated during 
intra-organi-
zational off-
shoring? 
 
How tacit 
knowledge is 
transferred 
within organ-
ization? 
Nature of 
knowledge 
Knowledge 
transfer in or-
ganization 
Knowledge 
reservoirs 
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 
2.4, 2.5 
 
General ques-
tions 
Tacitness 
Complexity 
Specificity 
Availability 
1.1-2.11 & 
4.1-4.22 
How offshor-
ing affects 
knowledge 
transfer? 
 
Nature of 
knowledge 
and offshor-
ing.  
Organiza-
tional 
knowledge 
and offshor-
ing 
Challenges in 
offshoring 
context 
2.1 & 3.2 Nature of 
knowledge in 
offshoring 
3.1, 5.1, 7.1, 
7.2 
What are the 
challenges of 
knowledge 
transfer? 
 
Challenges of 
knowledge 
transfer 
2.4.1 & 2.5 
 
Individual 
level 
Team level 
Organization-
Team level 
6.1-6.12   
+ potentially 
additional 
questions 
 
 
Interviews were only conducted on the personnel which actively participated in the 
process of knowledge transfer, as they were the individuals, who most likely had the best 
insight about the phenomenon. This was based on the researcher’s subjective opinion and 
earlier observations about which employees had largest roles in the transition. This 
method is theoretical sampling, in which the sample for a study is chosen purposefully 
and without randomness. Choosing interviewees by purpose differs significantly from 
other types of interviews with a random sample population. (Ghauri & Grønhaug 2002, 
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121.) In qualitative studies, the criterion is not quantity but rather quality (Eskola & Su-
oranta 1998). Therefore, the researcher chose to invite those with the most active and 
longstanding participation to the knowledge transfer, as they were most likely to have the 
most insight about the subject. Interviewees for the study were chosen by those who vol-
unteered for the interview. As the researcher personally knew every respondent through 
his work, there were no need for separate introduction or invite. All the respondents were 
informed about the study and about the fact that the researcher was observing them as the 
transition started. Generally, the interviews were scheduled couple days prior the inter-
view, but sometimes even for the same day. As nearly everyone who were asked to par-
ticipate, wanted to participate to an interview, certain elimination was necessary due to 
time constrains. Therefore, twelve interviews were conducted consisting six sources of 
knowledge and six recipients of knowledge. 
Table 4 Summary of the interviews 
  
Interviews were conducted after all the processes were transferred from Finland to the 
new location and the Finnish personnel were only performing quality control and act as a 
support unit for the new team. All the interviews were conducted face-to-face in inter-
viewee’s home country. Therefore, the recipients were interviewed first and sources after 
the researcher had returned to Finland. Interviewees from the recipient team had experi-
ence in working in other Nordic market teams and had previous experience ranging from 
one to four years. Interviewees from the source team either had joined to the Finnish 
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market team initially or were moved to that team from other teams as their previous teams 
were offshored. Their experience ranged from three to over 20 years of experience. All 
the interviewees worked as Service Operating Officers in the organization. Due to certain 
sensitivity surrounding the subject of the study and participants’ wishes to stay com-
pletely anonymous, no further or more specific information can be provided, and the in-
terviewees will be referred as shown in table 4 above. Interviews lasted from 40 minutes 
to one hour and 30 minutes, with an exception of one interview, in which the respondent 
refused to be tape recorded, thus lengthening the interview to close to three hours. Notes 
were taken on the alongside the interviews and important points were dotted down right 
after each interview. 
Since the respondents were previously familiar with the researcher and the subject had 
been discussed previously in work related situations for multiple months, the researcher 
was able to have open discussion and quite relaxed interviews. Personal relations between 
the respondents and the researcher seemed to positively affect the openness of the inter-
views and rich data set was gathered. Even still, the sensitivity of the subject and the fact 
that the researcher was still employed by the same organization, cast certain shadow of 
doubt regarding the truthfulness of the interviews in answers that related to respondents’ 
personal performance, i.e. experienced barriers. This is especially true for the recipients, 
which might have felt uncertainty due to the temporary supervisory role of the researcher 
over them as the overseer of the transition in the new location prior the go-live stage. 
4.3 Data analysis 
Analysis on qualitative data is conducted so the researcher can clarify the raw data and 
thus create new knowledge about the phenomenon. Analysis aims to condense the data 
without losing information. (Eskola & Suoranta 1998.) It is essential to acknowledge 
whether the analysis is conducted deductively or inductively, depending on whether the 
analysis bases on theoretical model or not (Eriksson & Koistinen 2005, 30). However, it 
is also possible to perform theory-bound analysis, in which the theory supports results 
and conclusion, but the analysis is not directly based on the theory. In theory-bound anal-
ysis it is also essential to notify possible incompatibilities between the results and previ-
ous research. (Eskola 2001, 135-140.) In this study, theory-bound approach to the analysis 
was chosen due to the relatively high interdependency of the case and context, and as the 
previous research is concentrated on certain contexts, such as subsidiaries, purely deduc-
tive analysis would be difficult. 
 There are multiple methods how to conduct a qualitative data analysis. The method of 
choice should fit to the goals of the study and be able to provide an answer to the research 
question. (Eriksson and Koistinen 2005, 29.) In this study thematic analysis was chosen 
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to be the method of analyzing the data. Thematic analysis was chosen due to its suitability 
to identify and analyze repetitions in the data. The researcher can identify patterns and 
themes from these repetitions and analyze which pieces of information are relevant or 
meaningful to the research question. Thematic analysis is a flexible method that enables 
creation of rich knowledge from complex data and further reveal themes from different 
levels in data that can be structured to a clear body of knowledge (Attride-Stirling 2001; 
Braun & Clarke 2006.) Analysis of observed data does not fundamentally differ from 
other analyzing methods of qualitative data. However, it is essential to ensure that all the 
relevant data is analyzed, which highlights the importance of well created field logs. 
(Paalumäki & Vähämäki 2020.) It is also worth to acknowledge that the process of data 
analysis is entangled with the data collection. The researcher commonly simultaneously 
collect, processes and analyzes the data, and while reporting certain parts, is often en-
gaged into other activities like analyzing data as well. (Creswell 2013, 183.) 
In this study, the analyzing process followed the phases of thematic analysis frame-
work by Braun and Clarke (2006). Their framework includes six steps. Firstly, the re-
searcher must familiarize oneself with the data by transcribing the data, reading it repeat-
edly and taking notes about the initial ideas. In the second phase initial codes are created 
by coding important features across the data set and compiling relevant data for each 
code. In the third phase codes are compiled into potential themes and all the important 
data gathered according to the themes. In the fourth phase themes are reviewed whether 
they work with the coding and then thematic map is created. The fifth phase consist of 
refining the specifics of each theme and generation of clear definitions of the themes. 
Final step is to produce the report which allows for final analysis while the researcher 
selects interesting extracts and examples from the data that relate back to the research 
questions. 
First step was naturally ongoing from the beginning of the process since the observa-
tion required the transcription of the observed data. Interviews were transcribed based on 
tape recordings, except for one of the recipients, who refused to be recorded, therefore 
data from that interview relied purely on notes taken as the interview was ongoing. The 
interviews were transcribed from English to English and from Finnish to Finnish so po-
tential misinterpretations of nuances could be avoided. The parts from the Finnish inter-
views that were used in the report were translated to English in the reporting phase. Tran-
scriptions were created word-to-word from the tape recordings. This was important due 
to the inherent problem of subjectivity when conducting ethnographic research. Full tran-
scriptions provide richest data set for extracts, which are important in order to gain dif-
ferent perspectives about the phenomenon and can be presented in the report. The initial 
ideas hatched already during the observation phase, some enhanced or evolved by the 
interviews and some were scraped all together as interviews provided more insight about 
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the phenomenon. As the interviews were organized few weeks before the end of the pro-
cess and thus the observation phase, at the end of the observation phase the researcher 
had quite good understanding of the data set. 
Initial coding was also started during the observation phase as notes were not only 
organized by dates, but also by relation. After the initial coding the data set was read, and 
relevant information grouped. Third step was to group data into potential themes. Attride-
Stirling (2001) proposed that thematic analysis should be conducted in a way that themes 
are organized into basic themes, organizing themes and global themes. Basic themes are 
lowest level themes that have little information on their own and need to be read with 
other basic themes. Organizing themes cluster basic themes into a whole. Their role is to 
group several basic themes and specify the main assumptions underlying a broader theme. 
Global themes group organizing themes to form an argument or claim about the phenom-
enon. They summarize the clusters of lower level themes on macro stage. (Attride-Stirling 
2001.) In this study, two global themes were created to apprehend the core of the dataset: 
effectiveness of knowledge transfer and challenges to knowledge transfer. After thematic 
network was completed, the themes were reviewed and named accordingly. The thematic 
networks are shown in appendix 2. Afterwards reporting was started, which reflecting to 
the research questions and previous literature. Analysis based on the framework of the 
study and the thematic networks so that concentration on the most significant data was 
enabled. 
4.4 Trustworthiness of the study 
Evaluation of qualitative study can be considered difficult since traditional measures, va-
lidity and reliability, are not suitable for evaluation of a qualitative study due to the lack 
of metrics and operationalization of phenomenon that is subject to research. Therefore, it 
is imperative to report transparently the actions taken during the qualitative study. Qual-
itative studies are practically never replicable due to human behavior being interdepend-
ent to the context. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the applicability of the results to 
other contexts and situations. The researcher must critically ponder the results of the study 
and the causation chains of events to form an understanding how the context affected the 
results. (Aaltio & Puusa 2011.)  
Guba (1981) presented a model for assessing the trustworthiness of qualitative studies. 
This model consists four different criteria for evaluation:  
 credibility 
 transferability 
 dependability  
 confirmability   
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Credibility refers to the truthfulness of the information and how well the results are in 
line with the reality. Guba (1981) introduces multiple ways to improve the credibility of 
the study. Prolonged engagement at a site allows research subjects to adjust to the pres-
ence of the researcher thus mitigating distortions caused by the presence of the researcher. 
Researcher also have opportunity to test their own biases and perceptions. (Guba 1981.) 
In this study, the engagement at the site can be considered prolonged, as would be typical 
for a research that use participant observation as a method for observing, since presence 
of the researcher did not impact on the behavior of the subjects. The fact that multiple 
subjects forgot that the research was even conducted support this claim. Guba (1981) 
argue that persistent observation is a required to enhance the credibility, due to the need 
to identify penetrating qualities and atypical characteristics of the phenomenon, and the 
researcher should be able to justify the characterization. It can be claimed that the obser-
vation in this study was persistent enough to recognize the penetrating qualities and atyp-
ical characteristics. This is shown in the field log as the focus shifts from individual qual-
ities to structural issues and then back to individual qualities, which happens due to the 
change in the perspective of the researcher. Guba (1981) argues that credibility increases 
if researchers can notify their own questioning of the penetrating qualities and atypical 
characteristics. Third method that was used to increase credibility is triangulation. Guba 
(1981) argues that no information should be accepted that cannot be verified from two 
sources. In this study, two methods of data collection were used and there is ample data 
gained via interviews from twelve different sources. This allowed the researcher to trian-
gulate the results and verify information from multiple sources.  
The second criterion is transferability, which refers to the general applicability of the 
results and theoretical contribution of the study. This can be difficult since qualitative 
studies can be rather context dependent. However, transferability can be increased by 
purposive sampling. Purposive sampling maximizes the range of information and allows 
collection of rich descriptive data, so that the results can be compared to other contexts 
and by reporting characteristics of the context in detail so that comparison about the fit-
tingness to other contexts can be made. (Guba 1981.) In this study, the range of exposed 
information is rather high due to the percentage of the respondents, approximately 70%, 
interviewed compared to the total amount of personnel that participated into the 
knowledge transfer process. Due to same reason, and with persistent observation, it can 
be claimed that the data set is rich enough and in detail enough that it can be compared to 
other contexts. Similarly, it can be claimed that there is detailed enough description about 
the characteristics of the context in question so that the comparisons to other cases can be 
made.  
The third criterion is dependability which refers to the consistency and the stability of 
the data and the results, and how well the procedures of the research are documented, so 
that the research can be audited. Consistency and stability can be increase by overlapping 
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methods to triangulate and to complement weaknesses, and by establishing audit trail, so 
that the data collection and analyzing process can be audited. (Guba 1981.) In this study 
observation and interviews were used so that they can complement each other. Observa-
tion gives tools to verify data gathered from interview and interview point out perspec-
tives that were missed by the observer. The report has detailed information about the data 
collection and analyzing methods which provide certain audit trail, but since the case 
organization prohibited the publication of any field logs, the audit trail is slightly lacking. 
Final criterion is confirmability which refers to the accuracy of the study or how well 
the results reflect the truth instead of the researcher’s biases. Triangulation mitigates this 
issue as it provides wider array of perspectives and diminishes personal biases. Re-
searcher should also practice reflexivity and report in detail what assumptions led to the 
actions taken. (Guba 1981.) In this study the respondents’ perspectives are shown with 
ample quotes in result to ensure that the researcher’s biases are not dominant, and the 
results are not drawn from such biases or from a single perspective. Reflexivity was used 
in the formation of the interview as discussed before, and the actions are justified basing 
them on, not only the observation, but on theory and previous research as well.  
Ethnographic research and observation method have been accused of being either too 
objective or subjective. Earlier these studies have been criticized about the tendency to 
present events realistically and quantify the events detached from the experiencing sub-
ject. Modern research instead has been criticized about the subjectivity of the researcher 
as it is difficult to separate observations from the person and it is always subjective in 
which aspects the researcher concentrates on, or further how subjective are the interpre-
tations. (Paalumäki & Vähämäki 2020.) It is necessary for the researcher to be able to 
present previous attitudes and biases and report own actions so that the choices the re-
searcher makes can be justified (Polkinghorne 2005).  
Another critical part of the ethnographic research is the potential for ethical issues. 
This requires balancing between different roles. It is possible that researcher is seen as an 
ally of a certain group, through which some important issues are brought public. There-
fore, the researcher should detach oneself from the community and highlight the academic 
role. Ethically it is most relevant that the actions of the researcher do not endanger or 
cause harm to the community, especially those which are in some way subdued or weaker 
position. (Koskinen et al. 2005, according to Paalumäki & Vähämäki 2020; Holmila 
2005, according to Paalumäki & Vähämäki 2020.)  
This study excessive objectivity cannot be considered an issue due to the researcher’s 
significant role in the process. Additionally, context is a relevant aspect in the study and 
the experiencing subjects are crucial for the study. Therefore the study is not detached 
from its context. The subjectivity is alleviated by gathering data from a rather large pool 
of sources, as the interviewees represent over half of the people who participated into the 
knowledge transfer process. The ethical issues in this study are much harder to balance 
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as there are three different entities or communities that can have different interests: the 
organization, the Finnish employees (and other employees in countries with high labor 
costs) and the employees in the offshore location. Especially, since the interests between 
the employees in Finland and the offshore location can collide, the researcher decided to 
take neutral stance and report things as they are. On personal level this is made easier by 
the fact that the researcher currently has no ties to the organization. It also can be argued 
that such approach provides most accurate results as there is no need consider common 
good of certain community. 
Overall the trustworthiness of the study can be considered rather high. As discussed 
previously, data was gathered from a wide range of participants, amounting to 70% of 
personnel who participated into the knowledge transfer process. The observation was 
conducted over a long period of time and done persistently. This ensures that amount of 
uncovered data was minimized. Additionally, the large percentage participants inter-
viewed improve the objectivity of the study as it provides wider options for triangulation. 
The analyzing was conducted as a theory-based analyzing and triangulation was con-
ducted to ensure the accuracy of results and to mitigate subjectivity. Additionally, the two 
methods of data gathering improved the dependability and the stability of the data. Ob-
servation conducted in two locations further improved the stability of the data, as the 
observations are not fully bounded to a single context and knowledge transfer environ-
ment. The results being discussed in conjunction with previous literature and rich data set 
from multiple sources should ensure that the study is able to reflect the phenomenon 
truthfully within its context. The researcher’s access to observe the phenomenon happen-
ing in reality can also be viewed as an enforcing factor of trustworthiness, rather than an 
issue of subjectivity. In the next chapter findings of the study will be discussed. 
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5 FINDINGS 
In this chapter the findings of the study are introduced. At first, the study presents the 
findings obtained by observation and afterwards the findings from interviews are pre-
sented with the support of quotations and observations. 
5.1 Knowledge transfer during the transition 
The transition started in September 2019 and the initial plan was that the recipients come 
to Finland to be trained in pairs. These pairs were going to be trained for three weeks, and 
then the pair would go back to the new location, while a new pair would come to Finland. 
For each recipient a tutor was assigned, but due to the high degree of specialization of the 
Finnish team, the plan was that each of the source team members could train their respon-
sibilities to two or three different recipients. In order to follow the progress of the recipi-
ents, a skill matrix was created, which included each of the tasks performed by the unit 
and the idea was that the recipients would mark their own skills into the matrix which 
then would be ratified by the sources. 
The training was planned to be task-based and the goal was that each task could be 
handled by two or three different individuals. The recipient team had requested that they 
would be trained to have a clear division with responsibilities towards clients, which was 
not the practice in the Finnish team, but the request was honored by the trainers. Addi-
tionally, after the first two pairs of the recipients had been trained in Finland, two of the 
sources would leave to the new location to overseer the transition. This was supposed to 
be simultaneous with partial transfer of tasks to the new location. Afterwards, one more 
source team member would be sent to the new location, who would only stay for two 
weeks to enhance training. 
During the first few days it became apparent that the recipients had a different view on 
how they wished the training to be conducted. The recipients seemed to be waiting for 
the sources to come and actively teach, while the sources were under impression that the 
recipients held basic knowledge about the processes and would seek for help. This divi-
sion was present throughout the whole transition. It seemed that the source team felt that 
it is the recipients’ responsibility to ask and initiate the knowledge transfer. The recipients 
on the other hand, tended to rely on their previous knowledge and each other, even when 
they had gaps in their knowledge. Some of the sources saw that they had no obligation to 
proactively engage in the knowledge transfer due to the experienced lack of the recipient 
proactivity. 
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So, at first, I thought I would be trained like in school. […] It took me a week to un-
derstand that nothing will happen if I will not be active. (Recipient A) 
 
Lack of communication and planning before the start of the training created some is-
sues, as the plans were sometimes changed spontaneously. For example, there were dif-
ferent views of the final goals of the transition between the recipients and the organiza-
tion. The recipients wished to modify certain processes while some of the sources wanted 
to implement processes as they existed previously, which was the original plan of the 
management. The original goal was not clear for the recipients nor for all the sources 
either. Additionally, the lack of premade methods and tools for training the recipients 
meant that sources relied on the activity of the clients and real examples. As the market 
activity was rather limited, the training was not as efficient as the participants would have 
hoped, thus resulting in suboptimal use of time. Additionally, unexpected software issues 
and simultaneous client migrations forced the sources to spend considerable amount of 
time to do other things than training. 
 
I think that this quiet period lowered motivation. Probably on both sides. I didn’t want 
to start to create any examples myself but rather teach via real examples. (Source C) 
 
In the later stages, as the researcher was in the target location, the differences in what 
the recipients wanted and what the sources wanted came more present. Some of the re-
cipients had difficulties in fitting the role that the sources had assigned, and the recipients 
were more motivated to learn certain tasks than others. This resulted in a situation, where 
the recipient team had gaps in their knowledge regarding certain tasks. While almost all 
the recipients could process certain tasks, an inadequate amount of the recipients pos-
sessed required knowledge to process other tasks. It seemed that the sources and the man-
agement failed to communicate the needs of the future team to the recipients clearly 
enough. Therefore, the recipients were not able to prioritize the tasks correctly. Addition-
ally, motivational issues resulted in some personnel transfers between units in the target 
location. 
 During the knowledge transfer process, the training was mostly conducted as one-to-
one training with few team lessons about the software. One-to-one training was effective, 
but it focused largely on certain tasks, while some tasks were given less attention. Com-
munication with the management was an issue during the phase when the source team 
members were in the target location, as it was unclear for the sources what kind of man-
date, they had over the recipient team. Also, the recipient team manager was often not 
available, making it more difficult to react to the issues of the knowledge transfer. Addi-
tionally, the manager would be changed few days before the end of the transition. 
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Sometimes it was unclear who is actually in charge. […] It was catastrophic that a 
team as important as this is transitioned, and the new manager of the recipient team 
joined the transition in the final moments and immediately left for vacation. (Source D) 
 
During the transition process the recipients efficiently shared knowledge and con-
structed transactive memory system to support each other, however this led to a situation, 
where the recipients only reached the sources for help as a last resort option. Partially, 
this was caused by the previous experience that the recipients had. Previous experience 
enabled the sources to skip large portions of training on software. However, the recipients 
were not familiar with all the software. The sources tended to overestimate the knowledge 
of the recipients about the software at the beginning of the transition, thus leaving critical 
parts out of the training as these parts were deemed self-evident to an experienced user. 
Due to previous experience, the recipients had difficulties in adopting new practices and 
abandoning old habits. In a conversation with representatives of the management, they 
acknowledged it might have been beneficial to recruit new employees instead of con-
structing the team out of employees in other markets. 
 
I feel that quite a few had difficulties to drop old habits. […] When they [the recipients] 
had gaps in their knowledge, they used their experience instead of asking from us. (Source 
D) 
 
However, it is likely that differences in both organizational and national culture im-
pacted the recipients’ tendency to rely on each other and their previous knowledge. These 
differences also created social conflicts between the recipients and the sources. Also, the 
traditional Finnish way of socializing was seen cold and distant by the recipients, which 
did not facilitate engaging into the knowledge transfer. On the other hand, there were 
rather large age difference between the sources and the recipients, which in turn can affect 
the norm differences. Some of the recipients said that they hoped for some arranged ac-
tivities with the sources during the training in Finland to improve relations and to get to 
know the sources more in person.  
Overall, the result of the transition was in a relatively good state, despite the difficul-
ties, when the researcher ended the observation and the transition was deemed complete 
by the organization. The recipient unit was ready to handle day-to-day operations and had 
received enough knowledge to overcome most common exceptions without a need to rely 
on other teams. However, most of the sources as well as the researcher thought that the 
overall quality of service had decreased in terms of response time and customer service 
quality. The recipients on the other hand were skeptical about their ability to handle major 
issues or rare cases without heavy reliance on the supportive teams in Finland. 
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The recipient side’s ability and knowledge to perform customer service, there is a room 
for improvement. But in my opinion, it was not our job to teach them that as they should 
have the skills if they have worked on other markets. (Source F) 
5.2 Knowledge transfer of tacit knowledge in an organization 
Professional experience was identified as tacit knowledge by all the respondents. Answers 
differentiated on what type of experience can be considered tacit. Both parties highlighted 
the knowledge about client behavior and knowledge about complex technical systems. 
However, there were some differences in the perspectives. The recipients only recognized 
the actions they themselves need to take, while the sources considered other stakeholders 
as well. Interestingly, the recipients and the sources had different perspectives on what 
kind of knowledge was most important to transfer. The recipients valued market rules and 
market differences when comparing to the previous markets they had been working on. 
The sources instead perceived the process knowledge and service quality to be most im-
portant knowledge to transfer. Only one out of six recipients mentioned processes and 
one mentioned the service quality, while five out of six sources mentioned both. The 
researcher himself had similar views about the importance of process knowledge that the 
sources had. The perspective of the recipients about the market differences is slightly 
contradictory with their actions, due to the tendency of the recipients to be overconfident 
and trust that their knowledge from previous experiences could cover the gaps in their 
market knowledge. Thus, it was surprising to see that the recipients in general were not 
actively asking questions, but rather waited for the sources to approach them. 
 
I think it's mostly the knowledge about the market, how trades are settling. […] I think 
how market works that's the most important because there is always be a difference be-
tween me and you, how you understand something and how I understand something, it's 
obvious. (Recipient B) 
 
Pretty much client related (knowledge). Something you just know… really hard to 
write instructions how some client behaves. Also, our software has lots of trivia, which 
has not been, and probably (we) should not write it down. It just comes by using and 
experience. […] I think there are, due to the nature of the work, two equally important 
(aspects). The other one is using the software and recognizing the problems […] The 
other is the customer service. (Source B) 
 
The respondents did not have a coherent view about successful knowledge transfer 
process. Only recurring themes were a need for adequate time to engage into the process 
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and a need for interaction from both parties. When regarding the methods to transfer 
knowledge, both parties identified that a combination of human interaction and active use 
knowledge repositories, such as work instructions, was the most effective method. Both 
parties mentioned that the best and most effective method is one-to-one training between 
a trainee and a trainer. Five out of six sources highlighted the importance of real-life 
examples, which was also pointed out by half of the recipients. Interestingly two recipi-
ents brought up that individuals learn in different ways and therefore there is a need for 
various types of methods, while this issue was not mentioned by the sources.  
In the researcher’s opinion a successful knowledge transfer process is a well planned 
and scheduled series of single instances of knowledge transfer. With proper planning and 
goals these single instances combine to create the whole knowledge transfer process. This 
becomes successful knowledge transfer process, if the source and the recipient are pursu-
ing the same goal. Recipients’ view of compatible ways of teaching and learning should 
be considered by both parties before the engaging into the knowledge transfer. 
 
In my opinion face-to-face conversation and teaching (is the best). E-mails, (work in-
structions) and electronic communication tools are good for supporting (knowledge 
transfer), but they are not the same thing as face-to-face (teaching). (Source D) 
 
Yeah, my best way of learning is when someone shows me what they're doing and 
explains what and why. And then I can try by myself, but with first someone watching and 
approving whether what I'm doing is right or wrong, and when I'm doing something 
wrong, explains why and how it should be. And then that gaining more and more inde-
pendence, cycle. So, I think, for me, this is what works best. (Source A) 
 
Knowledge transfer of tacit knowledge was considered more difficult than transfer of 
codified knowledge by both parties. Three out of six recipients and four out of six sources 
thought that transfer of tacit knowledge requires more time and human interaction, than 
transfer of codified knowledge would require. Interestingly two sources questioned the 
knowledge transfer of tacit knowledge in general and thought it can only build up with 
time and experience. Two respondents from both teams also highlighted the need for both 
parties to embed fully into the knowledge transfer process. Additionally, they felt that the 
process required adequate absorptive capacity from the recipient. Also, it was considered 
necessary to have examples and repetition in the process, so that the recipient can acquire 
the tacit knowledge. Partially this is because the source of the knowledge might not con-
sider something to be relevant or does not consider some knowledge to be tacit, as it 
appears to be self-evident information.  
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From the researcher’s point of view transfer of tacit knowledge was significantly 
harder to transfer than explicit knowledge. This was not necessarily due to inherent dif-
ferences between tacit and explicit knowledge, but more due to how and when partici-
pants engage into a situation where tacit knowledge is transferred. It seemed that the 
sources, the researcher included, were trying to train the basics of each task and any effort 
to transfer tacit knowledge happened only due to initiation by the recipient. Mostly it 
seemed that this was the case due to not recognizing the needs of the recipient and which 
parts of the knowledge the recipient considers to be tacit.   
 
To learn tacit type of knowledge we need more time or time spent, for example, this 
transfer of knowledge was in my opinion too fast. It will it would be even better if we 
we're in Finland together as a whole team for at least three, six months. I know it could 
be difficult to manage it. But yeah, I see that in many cases we know how to solve some 
case because we hadn't enough time and we hadn’t enough examples to learn. (Source F) 
 
At least (tacit knowledge differs) with its availability. […] One should know to ask 
beforehand what you know, and it is extremely difficult. […] It is questionable whether 
the source wants to tell and give the information, can the source verbalize the knowledge 
and does the source feel that it is such knowledge what is actually relevant and someone 
else need it when the source is not available. The knowledge can be self-evident for the 
source and thus the source doesn’t think that (the knowledge) explains vast number of 
things to someone else. […]  You don’t even think that you could share that knowledge. 
(Source C) 
 
When regarding other features of knowledge, complexity was considered to signifi-
cantly increase the transfer time and difficulty of the transfer process. Both parties thought 
that human interaction should be increased when the complexity of the knowledge being 
transferred increases. Interestingly, both the sources and the recipients, were divided be-
tween themselves on how the specificity of knowledge impacts the knowledge transfer. 
Five respondents thought that specific knowledge is harder to grasp as the recipient need 
to be more specialized and have a larger knowledge pool about the task, while three re-
spondents thought that knowledge that can be applied on a broad spectrum, takes more 
time and requires a larger knowledge pool. Two source respondents also pointed that the 
recipients were more willing to learn knowledge that can be applied to a broad spectrum.  
In the researcher’s opinion, complex knowledge requires more effort to transfer than 
non-complex knowledge. Additionally, complex knowledge requires more absorptive ca-
pacity from the recipient. Specificity of knowledge however did not seem to impact on 
the knowledge transfer efficiency. Rather it seemed that in multiple instances the recipi-
ents were not motivated to learn specific knowledge and refrained from embedding into 
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the knowledge transfer process. This also affected the amount of questions the sources 
seemed to receive, thus hindering the transfer of tacit knowledge related to specific 
knowledge. In researcher’s opinion this was because the recipients did not understand the 
aim of the knowledge transfer and their role in it but regarded the knowledge transfer as 
a competition to get grades in the skill matrix. However, all the recipients did not have 
issues when engaging into a transfer of specific knowledge. Some specific knowledge 
seemed to be perceived in high value by the recipients while other knowledge was seen 
rather irrelevant. To the researcher it seemed that some of the recipients were not willing 
to take ownership of certain tasks. This might be either due to that the recipients did not 
see such tasks as relevant or due to that the tasks seemed too daunting to learn.  
 
Knowledge that you can apply on broad spectrum, then of course, they want to learn 
such knowledge and learn faster and have more motivation to learn, […] so that they can 
show that they know things. Because they can use it on multiple tasks. Then something 
specific like (certain task), you need to know a lot about certain things and its not neces-
sarily very common task, but you need to know various specific things so the motivation 
to learn is not so high. (Source D) 
 
When comparing learning as a group to learning individually, the respondents were 
equally favoring individual learning as it is easier to focus on deeper level and for both 
parties to point out things the trainee should still learn. While two respondents out of both 
groups regarded group learning as an effective way to gain and share knowledge in a fast 
pace, they were still skeptical about the effectiveness of the method when compared to 
individual learning. This is due to personality compatibilities and lack of possibility to 
focus on points that someone might not understand. The respondents also noted, that in a 
group learning sessions, individuals with lower confidence might not dare to show that 
they need more detailed information.  
 
It is much more effective to teach an individual. […] I think that when you teach an 
individual, he/she has more time to question. If there is a group of people, then do they 
dare to question or think that some of the points are no-brainers? There is less question-
ing (in groups). (Source F) 
 
I think the biggest difference is and people's character. Well, I'm the example of person 
who prefer to learn on my own or on the one by one with the teacher. I don't like this, you 
know, group learning. Because sometimes I want to just stop and focus more on one thing 
when the rest of people can go further. (Recipient F) 
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Observations support most of the points made by the respondents about how the nature 
of the knowledge impacts knowledge transfer. Absorptive capacity of an individual is 
something that the researcher had to interpret from the answers. Respondents arguably 
felt that absorptive capacity impacted the knowledge transfer significantly. By observa-
tion, both actions and conversations, lack of absorptive capacity was a significant hard-
ship for knowledge transfer regarding both explicit and tacit knowledge. This seemed to 
derive from two different sources: motivational factors towards the project and self-per-
ceived skill level. Especially in the source team there were multiple occasions where such 
issues were brought in workday conversations. Absorptive capacity impacted both the 
speed of the transfer and knowledge retention. This was clearly shown in the amount of 
training needed for a recipient to be able to conduct certain tasks without supervision or 
oversight. 
In the researcher’s opinion such issues were present for multiple reasons. For example, 
the researcher realized that the training methods he used, were not suitable for all the 
recipients, potentially due to the different learning preferences. However, motivational 
issues were present in both teams, while their degree varied significantly. On the other 
hand, again the different views about the goals of the transition hindered the knowledge 
transfer, as the sources taught one way and some of the recipients performed according 
to their previous methods.  
Respondents pointed out the need for human interaction to transfer tacit knowledge. 
But through observation it can be claimed that more human interaction is required than 
just one-to-one training for transfer of tacit knowledge to occur. There was an evident 
lack of communication between the parties when training, thus resulting in training where 
mainly explicit knowledge could be transferred. The sources expected the recipients to 
actively ask additional questions in order to deepen the recipients’ knowledge, whereas 
the recipients waited for the sources to proactively provide insights about the tasks. This 
discrepancy was pointed out by some of the respondents. The researcher also observed 
such issue. However, there was not enough effort from both sides to fully engage into a 
one-to-one training in general. It seemed, that after initial training of a task, the recipients 
performed the trained tasks on their own without adequate monitoring. After receiving 
the initial knowledge about tasks, the recipients were reluctant to ask additional infor-
mation, even in cases they did not know how to proceed, and rather relied on their previ-
ous knowledge. In the researcher’s opinion, this was caused by the incompatibilities in 
respective cultures. It is common in Finnish culture to assume that those who need help 
will ask for it, but the recipients instead expected that help is actively provided to them. 
 
We had to actively seek for knowledge and ask for the knowledge and ask a very par-
ticular questions. […] So, most of the time we were learning by analogy, and we were 
trying to apply this and just verifying whether it is the same or different. But sometimes 
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we might not have thought of questions, the correct questions to ask because of not know-
ing the context with the new person doesn't know what they don't know. (Recipient A) 
 
After we had taught them the basic knowledge about something, we noticed that they 
are silent and do not ask more, so we thought that they already know this stuff. (Source 
D) 
 
The respondents had mixed feelings about utilization of knowledge repositories as 
tools for knowledge transfer. In general, they were regarded as a useful supportive tool 
for knowledge transfer. The sources thought that tool reservoirs, such as work instruc-
tions, require human interaction with them to be able to transfer knowledge. The recipi-
ents thought that it is important to stockpile knowledge embedded in tool reservoirs into 
one place which is easily accessible and well indexed. The sources did not consider a 
method where recipients recreate work instructions an effective method for knowledge 
transfer but acknowledged that the method deepened knowledge of the recipient creating 
it. The recipients considered the method a good way to create transactive memory net-
works within the new team and considered that the method was beneficial for sharing 
knowledge among the new team. The recipients also considered that reuse of knowledge 
was easier while using tool reservoirs as support.  
 
Well, I just mean that for example, what I've noticed this that if somebody created some 
work instruction, for example, that that person is usually the one who other people rely 
on when they do that. So, in my mind that means that he kind of helped with the knowledge 
transfer because that created another like a member who can share the knowledge easily. 
But it also might mean that it only then the real knowledge is in that place only and no-
body else knows how to do it. (Recipient F) 
 
For example, SharePoint was pretty good, but in my opinion knowledge transfer starts 
from the human interaction and working with people. That’s the best method. But after 
something is taught its good to have the info in electronic form. I think that no matter how 
much we promoted the use of SharePoint and that everything needs to be covered in there 
we still noticed that the recipients did not use the instructions even if they existed. I think 
it is a sign that face-to-face is the best method but electronic tools support that well. 
(Source D) 
 
Observations support some of the claims. For example, the recipients’ transactive 
memory system was enhanced by the recreation of work instructions, and the recipients 
created a network to share the knowledge they gained from the process. Less experienced 
team members often sought support to perform some tasks from those individuals that 
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had recreated the instructions for that task. The recipients also created their own electronic 
reservoir for instructions and other tips. More experienced team members tend to often 
rely on their own skills and memory or the existing instructions rather than their team 
members. This was somewhat an issue in cases that things worked differently in their 
previous market than the Finnish one. Work instructions and recreating them also re-
quired certain absorptive capacity and ability to retain that knowledge. If an individual 
lacked those skills, the work instructions were not useful and recreating them was subop-
timal. In cases where the recipient recreating the work instruction lacked absorptive ca-
pacity, or had biases towards the knowledge of the sources, focus should have been more 
on how well the task had been understood, instead of the accuracy of the work instruction. 
Because of the tendency of the recipients to rely on each other, the oversight could have 
avoided spread of misinformation. 
All the respondents thought that members who possess knowledge are an effective tool 
to transfer knowledge in general. However, most of the respondents pointed out that uti-
lization can be hard due to incompatibilities in teaching and learning methods and skills 
of the source and recipient. Also, four out of six recipients and five out of six sources 
considered relations between individuals to have a significant impact on the effectiveness 
of knowledge transfer by either facilitating transfer of tacit knowledge or by hindering 
knowledge transfer in general.  
 
In my opinion trust is in a huge role. In this team [source team] we have been able to 
share knowledge really well, because it is out bread and butter. […] Human interaction 
is one of the best methods for knowledge transfer and we should have had more of it. We 
should have had something like similar projects had that we are working in pairs. Of 
course, individuals are different, and some pairs manage to share vast amounts of 
knowledge and some pairs do not get far from the start even though there were multiple 
months to do so. (Source C) 
 
I think it's the best in my opinion. When you when you're explaining something… you 
are explaining everything, but you can pay attention to someone. Something that this part 
is the most important thing which you need to remember. And when you have something 
in written, basically everything is important to us. And it's very hard to stress which part 
of handbook information… I don't know internally, which is really important which is the 
relevant but when you are teaching, you can stress which part is the most important thing. 
(Recipient B) 
 
Observations support respondents’ views about the efficiency and that the utilization 
of member reservoirs was highly dependent on the human characteristics of both parties. 
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Relations between individuals are hard to observe, unless they are openly brought to pub-
lic. It seemed that there was certain level of mistrust between some of the sources and 
some of the recipients, which might have caused social conflicts. The researcher noticed 
the sources did not actively pursue to improve relations with the recipients during the 
time the recipients were in Finland. Some recipients considered this slightly uncomforta-
ble and wished for some extra activities outside of working hours. In the researcher’s 
opinion some extra activities arranged by the organization could have improved relations. 
During the time the researcher was in the target location, the recipients arranged such 
activities. For improving relations between teams, it would have been beneficial to have 
the recipients in Finland as a group instead of pairs. 
Most of the respondents did not consider that the tools, such as software, had a lot of 
embedded knowledge in them which can be learned. Both parties thought that tools for 
communication alleviated constrains caused by the offshoring concept and different lo-
cation. All the recipients thought that tools also promoted knowledge sharing among 
themselves. Interestingly few of the sources who had excessive knowledge about certain 
software thought that these contain embedded knowledge that can be transferred. How-
ever, they questioned the possibility to transfer such knowledge at all without a teacher 
being present. In the researcher’s opinion tools had a significant amount of knowledge 
embedded into them, which was tacit in a sense that there were no instructions readily 
available. The fact that some of the software were relatively new for the sources as well, 
meant that they often were not aware of all the knowledge embedded in the tools. There 
were other units in the organization which possessed more knowledge about these soft-
ware and those units could have been utilized more in the training. 
 
In my opinion kind of transfer that doesn’t include human interaction is more chal-
lenging. For example, corporation level trainings are pretty well handled when everyone 
learns by themselves, but in this type of operative job software alone is not enough, but 
there needs to be both work instructions and a teacher. (Source B) 
 
So, we actively used short instructions that were not formal handbooks and they're 
nowhere on SharePoint, but a person specialized in some areas would write on OneNote 
certain description of how to go about something. Whether it's a technical issue or client 
service related, doesn't matter what but for these cases that have been happening and 
they work. (Recipient A) 
 
All the recipients and four out of six sources considered transfer of knowledge via 
tasks and routines an effective method for transfer. Similarly, all the recipients thought 
that such method mitigated knowledge gaps and was an effective method to generate 
broader knowledge about the job. The sources were divided on the subject. Half of them 
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thought that task-based training was a mitigating factor to occurrence of knowledge gaps, 
while the others considered task-based training to cause such knowledge gaps. Routines 
were mostly regarded as an effective way to transfer knowledge but implementing rou-
tines into a new context was regarded to be difficult or next to impossible. Some recipients 
thought that it is difficult to adopt new routines which would replace already existing 
routines from the previous teams. Some of the sources were surprised about the fact that 
experienced workers fail to adopt routines when they already have an understanding about 
the basic concepts of the job. 
 
In my opinion, in this job, that [via task and routines] is the best method to transfer 
knowledge and learn to do those tasks. And its good to have someone to show and then 
follow when the trainee learns to do the by themselves. The more you can explain the 
system and the background functions while teaching the more you can enhance transfer 
of knowledge. (Source B) 
 
To me it was a surprise how ineffective the knowledge transfer via routines was. We 
need to constantly monitor some tasks and it is not enough that you put into some control 
that it is done for today. People need to understand that you have to follow certain tasks 
and reports throughout the day. It has a big effect that you receive less questions from 
clients when things are working properly. […] To me it is a mystery that these were ex-
perienced workers so I thought that they would have understood the complete picture, 
well some did, but some always needed a friendly reminder. (Source E) 
 
Observations support the claims made by the respondents as it was evident that task-
based training enhanced broader knowledge of recipients in most of the cases. Ineffec-
tiveness of task-based training was a result of the same problems that caused ineffective-
ness in other methods as well, which are related to individual characteristics. Degree of 
compatibilities between teaching and learning methods as well as level of absorptive ca-
pacity and retention capability had a significant impact on the knowledge transfer. Overall 
task-based training seemed as an effective method to transfer knowledge.  
In the researcher’s opinion task-based training was negatively impacted by the lack of 
thorough planning beforehand. The sources did not actively plan the trainings beforehand, 
but such activities were not encouraged either. The researcher noticed that the effective-
ness of task-based training he organized himself increased towards the end of the transi-
tion. This might be because the methods were refined after each separate iteration. This 
would support the importance of planning.  
When regarding the effectiveness of knowledge reservoir network utilization as a 
knowledge transfer method, the respondents’ answers deviated significantly. While net-
works that did not include any member components were regarded effective, significant 
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issues with the utilization of networks such as member-task or member-tool networks 
were pointed out. The sources believed that the networks could have been utilized better. 
Four of the sources thought that the recipients were knowledgeable about such networks 
and they had needed who-knows-what knowledge but did not want to utilize such net-
works. Similarly, the sources thought that member-member networks between different 
parts of the organization could not be utilized well due to the reluctance of the recipients 
to contact other units. The recipients, however, felt that they did not have enough who-
knows-what knowledge and did not receive such information when they asked for it, 
which decreased the ability to utilize networks that included members of the organization. 
The recipients also felt that implementing existing networks that included members, such 
as member-task networks, hindered knowledge transfer as they felt that instead of spe-
cialization, members of the team should have equal knowledge about all the tasks. 
In the researcher’s opinion, the utilization of knowledge reservoir networks as 
knowledge transfer method tended to be effective when no members were included in 
that network. For example, task-tool networks were usually learnt quickly by the recipi-
ents and the recipients were able to start to perform such tasks on their own without issues. 
However, while networks that included members were observed to be rather effective 
method to transfer knowledge, there were significant issues in efforts to implement such 
networks to new context. Most importantly there was an evident discrepancy in commu-
nication about the goals of the project, which was revealed in the final online meeting for 
feedback. In the meeting the transition manager talked about the transition was suppos-
edly a ‘drag-and-drop’ -transition where all existing processes and routines are transferred 
to the new location as they existed in the Finnish team. However, the recipients and sev-
eral sources had not viewed the transition in such way, which explains the issues brought 
up in the interviews about transferring networks between the teams. The sources’ view 
about the sufficient information about who-knows-what is somewhat debatable as it evi-
dently was not clear for the recipients from where and from who to ask from in different 
situations, in fact such information was not always clear for the researcher either, even 
though he had worked with the team for much longer period of time. 
 
No, it will not work on us with us. Because we all need, well, especially in in this team, 
we need to have knowledge about everything. […] So, in my opinion, the setup, which is 
in Finland will not apply, and it was hard to learn, also from our side, not only because 
you are different, but… You get used to that you get used to this setup and it's okay. It 
was hard for us to understand how your [setup] works and we had to also leave our setup 
which we had here into so, it is hard for us to understand how it works and forget how 
we were how we worked here. (Recipient B)  
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Well we informed them about who can they approach with what and get things done. 
How they contacted other units in practice, probably that did not realize in an optimal 
way. […] I’m not really sure how willing they are to create contacts to other parts of the 
organization. There is a need for encouragement since such contacts do not come as 
given. (Source F) 
 
Overall, the nature of knowledge seemed to have an impact on knowledge transfer and 
the results are mostly in line with the previous literature. Similarly, the mechanisms of 
knowledge transfer worked as could have expected based on the previous literature. How-
ever, in the researcher’s opinion, hindering factors related to these aspects were mostly 
amplifying underlying issues. Mainly the issues were caused by incompatibility of cul-
tures, different views on the goal of the knowledge transfer and inexperience to treat is-
sues that followed these. Therefore, impacting significantly on the effectiveness and level 
of engagement to the knowledge transfer. 
5.3 Impact of offshoring to the knowledge transfer 
The respondents varied with their answers on how offshoring impacted this knowledge 
transfer. Two major themes were pointed out: resource allocation and cultural differences. 
Both parties considered cultural differences to be the main source of impact to the 
knowledge transfer. Interestingly, sources considered the impact of cultural differences 
to be significantly larger to the knowledge transfer than the recipients did. Two respond-
ents from both groups felt that there was no impact at all due to the offshoring. Cultural 
differences were shown to the sources as communication issues and different norms and 
habits, which resulted in suboptimal knowledge transfer. Majority of the differences were 
related to the attitude and prioritization towards tasks and clients. The recipients identified 
similar differences, but they felt that the largest differences were in training methods and 
habits and expectation differences between the parties. 
In the researcher’s opinion offshoring had a significant impact to the knowledge trans-
fer. Communication had issues mainly due to the different expectations on who should 
approach and initiate the knowledge transfer. As discussed before, both sides expected 
the other to initiate knowledge transfer. While there were clear differences in norms and 
habits, arguably these differences were not the actual cause for ineffective knowledge 
transfer. The fact that the recipients primarily sought for different knowledge than what 
the sources wanted to provide was mainly linked to problems in communication of the 
goals of the knowledge transfer. Another impacting aspect is the internal power struggle 
within the receiving team, which resulted in the recipients to seek knowledge that they 
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can show their importance with. The sources considered the recipients’ tendency to re-
ceive feedback with a defensive attitude to be an issue, which to the sources was shown 
as a cultural difference, but in the researcher’s opinion this was rather tied to the individ-
ual characteristics and the previous experience that the recipients had rather than the cul-
tural differences. The previous experience placed the recipients in a position, in which 
they needed to accept that their previous knowledge might not be adequate, which to some 
might be difficult. Additionally, the issues when regarding feedback became apparent few 
days before the interviews of the sources, which might cause the sources to evaluate such 
incidents with more weight as the memory of the incident was recent. 
 
Yes, in my opinion some culture they have is different, some working culture, which in 
my opinion [the company] should have informed us more, since it came as a surprise for 
many that how different working in fact is in there. […] I would have liked to know more 
about that these people are really quiet and really sensitive to critique which is very rare 
in Nordic countries. […] It made teaching surprisingly difficult. (Source D) 
 
So, the same with the trainers, especially that I think this is a little bit different culture 
of work that you had in Finland. […] The trainers might not know the if all issues were 
covered either. We didn't experience the situation that someone would be sitting by us 
and just checking if we know what we're doing. So, it's based on assumptions. […] So 
then asking more questions I got to the point, more or less about the specifics if there is 
or there isn't, or why they are so special, but only a little bit and only asked by asking 
questions. This is probably every one of us had a different method for this training, but 
we had to work it out. It took me a week to understand that nothing will happen if I will 
not be active. (Recipient A) 
 
None of the respondents thought that the cultural differences were present due to the 
different organizational cultures or sub-cultures, but rather due to the differences in na-
tional cultures of the countries. However, while the respondents might not identify these 
differences to originate from differences in organizational cultures, from some of the an-
swers can be identified that this was the case. Also, observations suggest that the differ-
ences in national cultures rather amplified the differences in the organizational cultures. 
The differences in national cultures caused challenges in communication between the 
teams. Especially different languages caused some issues as the knowledge transfer was 
conducted in English, but none of the participants was a native English speaker. As the 
recipients were sharing knowledge in their native language, it was impossible for the 
sources to verify that the knowledge shared was accurate. One of the sources thought that 
the sources should have forced all the communication to happen in English. But since the 
sources were speaking Finnish between each other, such efforts would have been futile.   
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There were significant differences in working habits in the target country’s organiza-
tion and how they affected working and prioritization. There were significant differences 
in response times to the clients and how professional tone the replies to the clients had. It 
could be possible that differences in national cultures create the differences in working 
habits. However, the other team which was transitioned simultaneously had no difficulties 
adopting the norms and habits of their respective source team. In that transition the re-
ceiving unit only had new employees. Those source respondents, who participated in 
training of both teams felt that there were no significant differences in national cultures 
regarding working. 
 
I have an image that they [other recipients] act more cautiously. That they ask more 
and act less on their own. They [our recipients] have pretty nasty role that they are being 
told to and trained but have to maintain professional pride and professionalism. But one 
just must be receiving and hearing [person]. (Source F) 
 
I think it is completely different. I think. Like, for example, in my previous team, we 
were all used to chaos and seeing things happening and we knew, that we should like we, 
I think we could divide it, things that we have to care about, and things that we don't 
really have to care about, at least right now. I think here it was like you care about eve-
rything and I don't know which is better. I think it depends on how you can work, and in 
what kind of environment. (Recipient D) 
 
In the researcher’s opinion offshoring affected significantly on the availability of the 
resources. Firstly, offshoring meant that it was significantly harder to transfer personnel 
between the two locations. Therefore, the recipients could not be trained as a unit in Fin-
land. Additionally, there was a need for more sources in the target location, but due to the 
geographical distance, most of the sources did not want to go to train the recipients in the 
target location. There was an additional need for more sources in the target location dur-
ing the middle of the transition. This was due to a need for additional training for some 
recipients. This required a significant amount of time from those sources that were in the 
target location, thus allowing less input from the sources in other areas. It can be argued, 
that if the transition would have been domestic, such additional training would have been 
rather trivial to arrange. 
While the recipients did not consider resource allocation issues to be a result of off-
shoring, four out of six respondents considered resource allocation to have an impact in 
the project. Only two of the sources considered that offshoring created difficulties regard-
ing the resource allocation. The recipients felt that it was difficult when they were trained 
in Finland only two at a time. This resulted in situations where they were supposed to 
train a task, which some recipients have already learned and are performing in the new 
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location. This decreasing the examples available, which the recipients in Finland were 
supposed to use to train such tasks. While the arrangement of training personnel in pairs 
was not considered to be related to the offshoring, it can be claimed that picking employ-
ees from functioning teams to be trained in a different country is a factor that resulted in 
such arrangement of pair training. The sources did not consider this as an issue but 
acknowledged that there was a need to have more employees in the target location. 
 
I think, I don't know, I think that it would be easier if, for example, all of us in here 
could fly to Finland in the same time and be trained at the same time by the same trainers. 
Because sometimes even for us, it was hard to communicate. If we had some people here 
and some people there in Finland, and we had to divide tasks, and we didn't really know 
what to do, and we basically like here didn't do anything because of that people have to 
learn in Finland. So, I think, I think that was very stupid and that was a waste of time. I 
think now that we all are here, I think now it's much easier to learn something new and 
to like, divide those tasks and know what people are responsible for what? (Recipient E) 
 
I feel that if more sources would have had the opportunity to go there [target location] 
that would have had positive impact. In my opinion, in here there were plenty of those 
who received the knowledge. In my opinion we made it possible for the recipients to re-
ceive the knowledge. (Source A) 
 
The fact that the recipients did not train as a cohesive unit created some issues, espe-
cially in terms of communication. Similarly, because the market activity was low and 
there was a lack of examples, there was no possibility to train multiple recipients at the 
same time with the limited examples the sources had. Also, it was significantly harder to 
keep track on the progress of the recipients, as they were in different locations, thus hin-
dering the usefulness of the skill matrix. 
5.4 Challenges of knowledge transfer 
Motivation was not regarded as a major barrier to the knowledge transfer. Both parties 
recognized that there were individuals in the recipient team that experienced motivational 
challenges towards the transition, thus significantly hindering the knowledge transfer pro-
cess. Only two of the sources noticed any motivational issues within the source team and 
most of the respondents considered motivation to be exceptionally high in these circum-
stances where the sources might lose their jobs. However, four of the recipients noticed 
motivational issues among the source team. All the respondents who mentioned motiva-
tional issues thought that the eagerness to engage into the knowledge transfer was limited 
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by the lack of motivation even though the quality of knowledge transfer was not hindered. 
One of the sources thought that the general lack of market activity was decreasing moti-
vation as real life examples were scarce. Similarly, it was pointed out that the source team 
lacked the trust towards the recipient team and thus feared the future of the business once 
they are not operating it any longer. 
 
In my opinion there were noticeable motivational barriers in both sides. In here obvi-
ously the situation that people are losing their jobs, it doesn’t motivate to teach. I don’t 
believe that the quality of teaching was any different, but maybe we were not proactively 
approach the trainees. On the other hand, the other team had problems to ask for teaching 
and bring up the need for additional teaching in something. (Source B) 
 
I think that there was one person in the team that lacked motivation. And I think there 
was problems, both with the trainers and the recipient. It was difficult to teach that person 
because that person didn't want to learn. But it also brought some issues within, like our 
team, because we noticed that and we also tried to teach that person as well as we could, 
even if we didn't know the whole process yet but the main issue was that that person did 
not want to learn. (Recipient E) 
 
In the researcher’s opinion the lack of market activity and motivational issues de-
creased the engagement of both the sources and the recipients to the knowledge transfer. 
However, the significant issues concerned only few individuals in both parties. Observa-
tions suggest that these motivational issues were not related to the transition. It was a 
common attitude among the sources that some proactivity to engage in the knowledge 
transfer is required from the recipients. Some of the sources refused to initiate knowledge 
transfer themselves. Motivation in general decreased the effectiveness of knowledge 
transfer and resulted in suboptimal use of time but did not pose a major barrier to 
knowledge transfer. 
In the researcher’s opinion previous experience of the recipients, however, became a 
significant barrier to the knowledge transfer. In the researcher’s opinion the recipients 
had significant issues to abandon old methods. The recipients tended to modify the meth-
ods and the processes based on the experiences from the previous markets they had 
worked on, even in situations where the same basics could not be applied. Additionally, 
there was some reluctance to adopt certain habits, especially those that were customer 
service related. The sources became frustrated about the reluctance to adopt the habits 
they tried to implement. Reoccurring mistakes by the recipients, which the sources tried 
to correct earlier, decreased the trust of the sources towards the recipients. Similarly, the 
recipients felt that the sources do not trust them with the tasks. After the recipients re-
ceived critical feedback about these mistakes, the relations between some of the recipients 
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and some of the sources became more distant. This decreased the engagement into the 
knowledge transfer process. 
Previous experience of the recipients was also regarded as a major barrier for 
knowledge transfer by the sources. Four out of six sources thought it was mainly negative. 
The two other sources thought that previous experience enhanced the speed of knowledge 
transfer but had a negative impact on the quality of knowledge transfer. The sources felt 
that the previous experience hindered transfer of routines and habits, thus leading to a 
suboptimal use of time when trying to implement certain routines and division of labor 
into the receiving team. Two of the recipients also noticed such issue and regarded previ-
ous experience as a barrier. Other recipients did not notice the barrier but regarded exist-
ing routines and working habits as an issue and did not want to implement existing divi-
sion of labor in their team. Three recipients also thought that previous knowledge about 
the work was vital for the knowledge transfer as they thought it was crucial to have infor-
mation about the software being used. In the researcher’s opinion this was not the case. 
Some of the software were still unfamiliar for the recipients. While the main software 
was familiar for some, the differences between the markets made large portion of the 
previous experience invalid. 
 
Previous experience showed when the recipients had learned something and started 
to compare to the old ways of working. When they had confidence to act on their own, 
they used the earlier experience to cover the fact that they do not know something and 
used previous market knowledge on how things have been done so they do not need to 
ask when something goes wrong. I feel like many had problems on giving up old habits 
and compared with the old methods. […] They gained the basic information from us and 
when they encountered gaps in their knowledge, they used knowledge from the previous 
market instead of asking us to help. (Source D) 
 
I think that our experience here could be a barrier here because if you have completely 
new people that don't know, a way of working at all, then it's easier to pass some habits 
or something. But I think that as we already know, how to work with a different market, 
but still it is similar, then I think we didn't want to learn your ways of working that much. 
We wanted our own. I think that could be the problem here. (Recipient E) 
 
The recipients thought that insufficient structuring and poor planning were major bar-
riers to the knowledge transfer. They felt that the communication from the organization 
was not clear, the goals of the knowledge transfer were vague or not known at all. The 
recipients mentioned that the information they received before they were sent to Finland 
to train was inadequate. They also felt that it would have been more beneficial to send all 
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the recipients simultaneously instead in pairs. The insufficient communication and infor-
mation about the training resulted in the recipients not using their time in Finland opti-
mally. The recipients thought that the training was not well scheduled, and it was not clear 
for the sources with who and how they should transfer the knowledge. The recipients felt 
that the decision to go to Finland in pairs was ineffective and those who came first bene-
fitted more than those who came later. This was due to that some of the sources from who 
the recipients felt they needed information from were already in the target location.  
Additionally, some of the tasks had been transferred as well, which some of the recip-
ients felt that was unfair, as they wanted to gain knowledge in all the tasks. The sources, 
however, were divided on whether the goals for the knowledge transfer were clear or not. 
Four of the sources thought that the goals were clear for the source team, but they could 
not tell if the goals were clear for the recipients. The sources thought that there should 
have been more checkpoints about the progress and more monitoring of the knowledge 
transfer. Additionally, the measurement used for knowledge transfer, which was a task-
based skill matrix, was not effective measuring tool and drove recipients to focus on 
wrong things. 
Observations support the claims that there was a lack of communication between the 
recipients and the organization. After the final feedback meeting there was an open dis-
cussion within the recipient team that they did not know that processes and certain divi-
sion of labor was supposed to be retained after transition. While the researcher was in the 
target location the recipients also complained about the lack of information, they received 
prior the transition and the decision that they were sent to Finland in pairs. Those who 
came to Finland earlier or did not come at all seemed to have more positive overall feeling 
about the transition than those who came later. Those sources who had prior experience 
about previous transition were more satisfied about the information and planning of the 
knowledge transfer than those who did not. For the researcher it seemed that there was a 
need for the sources to plan the teaching methods they should use in advance and schedule 
the training more thoroughly.  
To the researcher the fact that it was not completely clear for either side that the tran-
sition was supposed to be conducted without the modification of the processes, and that 
the recipients were not informed about the goals of the transition and their roles, shows 
that communication between the different parts of the organization was not adequate. This 
resulted in multiple issues and amplified the issues that were present in the transition. In 
the researcher’s opinion the skill-matrix used to measure the progress was flawed in a 
way that the recipients had access to it and could see the progress of other recipients as 
well. The number of relatively simple technical tasks made it look like those who were 
trained to do these tasks were given more responsibility due to the recipients’ lack of 
understanding of the prioritization and the relative importance of different tasks.   
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Well, the biggest barrier I noticed was the bad planning, how to transfer knowledge 
from Finland to here. […] It should have been more structured. […] I think specific fully 
detailed schedule for each person. […] Well, I hadn't the specific plan on what should I 
learn. It created that chaos and made this transfer longer because if I knew I have to do 
on the beginning I wouldn't waste two weeks, because I think something started happen-
ing after the third week being in Helsinki. So yeah there was one main goal, transfer the 
knowledge, but there were no specific instructions how to do it. Who should I contact at 
the start. And which processes I should learn, or which clients will be mine. […] It's not 
only me. I know that many of us heard something different in here, something different in 
Helsinki in the change multiple times. (Recipient F) 
 
Goals were clear from the beginning. Production has to be transferred as it is and 
with the same quality as it was. At least for the source team the goals were clear. There 
have been clear framework and transitions have been done before, so there is nothing 
new. (Source C) 
 
The goals were not very clear. I noticed that someone somewhere have had conversa-
tions and decided that this and this thing has to be transferred. I don’t know if our man-
agers had knowledge about what and how knowledge exactly should be transferred. The 
period was quite short. […] It would have been much easier if we would have known how 
things are planned so we could have prioritized things differently. (Source F) 
 
Timeframe of the transition was generally considered too short. All the sources thought 
that timeframe was challenging and five out of six thought that it was too short, while one 
thought that better results could have been obtained with longer transition but questioned 
if it would have been cost effective to continue. The sources thought that the transition 
should have lasted at least six months. Another issue with the timeframe was that the 
transition happened during the fall, which typically means less active market than during 
springtime. Sources thought that timing the transition from January to June would have 
been better, as it would include practice period from January to March, peak season from 
April to May and then full integration in the June. Timeframe set barriers for the partici-
pants to fully engage into the knowledge transfer, and sources thought there was no time 
to completely cover more difficult tasks and cases. The sources also thought that transfer 
of tacit knowledge takes longer period that they had available, and the lack of market 
activity further hindered progress, as there were times with no examples at all. 
The recipients were divided on the timeframe as half of the recipients thought that it 
was too short of a period to effectively transfer tacit knowledge. Others however, thought 
that the period was long enough but the time was not used effectively. They thought that, 
with the previous experience there was no need for longer period, but if the recipients 
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would have had no previous experience, there would be more need for training the basics. 
One of the recipients pointed out that the timeframe did not allow the modification of the 
processes. He/she considered that it was a mistake that the recipients tried it on their own, 
but they should have done so only after the transition. Recipients also felt that there was 
no time to achieve similar level of specialization that there was in the Finnish team, which 
they thought to cause problems in future. 
In the researcher’s point of view the timeframe was too short for the knowledge trans-
fer. As discussed before, in this timeframe basic knowledge was successfully transferred 
and the recipients were ready to perform daily operations. However, the transfer of tacit 
knowledge was not as successful as intended. The recipients had gaps in their knowledge 
at the end of the transition, which the recipients identified themselves as well. On the 
other hand, difficulties in other areas decreased the effectiveness of knowledge transfer, 
thus it is difficult to evaluate whether the timeframe could have been sufficient in other 
circumstances. However, it is natural to assume that some difficulties will be encountered 
in a transition project, therefore it necessary to have longer than minimum available pe-
riod for knowledge transfer. 
In this case the timeframe caused severe issues. There was not enough time to train 
individuals to do all the tasks properly. Also, transfer of tacit knowledge was difficult as 
the timeframe only allowed brief embedding into the processes. This situation confronted 
the desires of the recipients who wanted to learn all the tasks while in this timeframe a 
clear division of labor and specialization was needed to create a functioning team and 
keep the production running after the production had been fully transferred. Overall the 
challenges caused by the challenging timeframe resulted in decreased motivation for both 
sides, though due to different reasons. This shifted the aim of the knowledge transfers for 
the source team to ensure that the recipients are able to handle daily operations and suc-
cessful transfer of tacit knowledge was regarded more as a bonus. 
 
 
I think we don't know how to handle maybe some more difficult cases because there 
weren't any because there wasn't enough time and also, maybe some problems with ex-
plaining things properly because you have like, what, three months to pass the knowledge. 
(Recipient E) 
 
I think the timeframe should be longer. The previous transition was almost a year long, 
we planned it in fall and the recipients were here for six months. Therefore, I think we 
are not in such a good situation. (Source B) 
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Short timeframe caused that when we started, we could not point out the goals in good 
detail. We should have had more people to go to the target country or maybe the recipi-
ents should have been here more. Time ran out when we noticed that someone clearly 
doesn’t learn. We should have had more time to take such individual to basic training 
and start from the beginning. There was no time for that. (Source D) 
 
In the researcher’s opinion, individual-level challenges were related to relations be-
tween individuals and lack of competency of the individuals. Observations suggest that 
most of the barriers caused by poor relations between sources and recipients were caused 
by clear misunderstanding of aims and goals of the knowledge transfer. This is due to that 
these barriers started to become more significant towards the end of the transition, as there 
was a discrepancy between what the recipients wanted and thought they need, and what 
the sources provided and thought the recipients need. Lack of absorptive capacity and 
lack of the ability to take constructive criticism cannot be considered widespread barriers, 
while they did create some challenges. However, for example, the researcher should have 
planned the training he conducted himself beforehand and after reviewing personal mis-
takes adequate competency was acquired only after the researcher returned to Finland. 
Therefore, it is hard to argue that the participants were ready for the transition.  There was 
certain dislike between members of the recipient team shown, which could affect the 
knowledge sharing among the team, but since the recipients shared knowledge primary 
in their native language, situations where knowledge was shared were hard to observe. 
The views on individual-level challenges that respondents noted were divided largely. 
Both teams identified challenges were not widespread among the teams but rather isolated 
cases. The challenges regarded lack of absorptive capacity and personal relations. Sources 
felt that the lack of absorptive capacity hindered the learning significantly in few occa-
sions. Sources also felt that relations were hampered by the attitude of the recipients and 
lack of ability to receive constructive criticism. Sources felt that the poor relations de-
creased trust toward the sources and thus certain recipients refrained from asking help 
from certain sources, which in turn led to excessive workload for some sources. Interest-
ingly, while the recipients regarded relations to be significant barrier for knowledge trans-
fer between the sources and the recipients, they also pointed out that relations could have 
been a barrier for knowledge sharing within the recipient team. 
 
I think that, if the trainer feel comfortable with the person who [he/she] was sitting 
with, they would provide more details, more examples and the trainer has more patience 
to answer for more questions. […] Knowledge was shared a lot. Because of course not 
all details are involved in the handbooks or instructions or in OneNote. Sometimes for 
example, teaching somebody you would show them and go through examples. And for the 
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person who is not your favorite or don't want to be the part of the team, this information 
will be, you know, short, quick. (Recipient D) 
 
Lack of absorptive capacity stopped the whole training session, and you have to obvi-
ously report that to the manager, and we have to think what to do next and shall we 
continue trying this further. It slowed the process and caused discomfort between the 
sources and the recipients. There was clearly disappointment in both parties. Underper-
formance is not so nice to see. (Source C) 
 
The respondents were largely divided when regarding the team level challenges. The 
recipients considered the existing division of labor and the high specialization of the Finn-
ish team to be a significant challenge to the knowledge transfer. They thought that due to 
the specialization it was hard to get training in certain tasks that they felt were necessary 
skills for each of the members. The existing division of labor created a challenge as the 
sources trained the recipients to process different things that they did not feel comfortable 
with. The recipients felt that the workload was uneven. While the recipients acknowl-
edged the differences in team norms, they did not consider the differences to be a barrier 
to knowledge transfer. The sources however, considered the differences in norms to be a 
significant barrier, partially due to their aim to implement the processes as they existed 
and a similar division of labor as there was in the Finnish team. Overall reluctance of the 
recipients to adopt methods of working were considered a major barrier. Another differ-
ence in norms that the sources considered difficult to treat with was the difference in 
attitudes toward customer service. All the sources considered the recipients’ style of an-
swering to client inquiries to be unprofessional or casual and uninformative. 
 
They wanted to change so many methods on team level, which are methods we agreed 
on as a team. This created conflicts that that they as a team thought that this is weird how 
we do things, but in this type of situation when we face a tight schedule for the project, 
you should not focus on criticizing how things are done previously.. (Source D) 
 
Well you had different setups and we got used to work on different setup. So, it is a 
kind of barrier because we needed to fill the setup which you are expecting from us for 
now. And for me personally, it's really hard to fit into that because I don't want to be a 
specialist on a part of a process. I want to know the whole production and the bigger 
picture. (Recipient B) 
 
The researcher’s opinion is mostly in line with the respondents’ views. High speciali-
zation of the sources created certain bottlenecks in the training, but this is also true due 
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to the lack of diversification in the training of the recipients. There was too much empha-
sis on the technical tasks and those seemed to be the ones that interested the recipients 
rather than market knowledge and client behavior. The recipients actively rotated tasks 
after the sources tried to implement a division of labor into the recipient team. This neg-
atively affected the efforts to specialize the recipients, as they did not spend enough time 
with the tasks assigned to them. While there were efforts to slow down the rotation, but 
retrospectively this was not enough, which is partially the researcher’s fault.  
The recipients’ reluctance to adopt existing methods created barriers in multiple cases 
and certain processes needed to repeatedly train due to this reluctance. Partially this issue 
was a result of planning of the transition. One of the recipients revealed that he/she was 
not interested at all about the role that he/she was supposed to fill and thought that other 
persons in the team would fit in that role better. The roles were determined by the source 
team members to reflect the availability of resources, but the recipients were not asked 
which role they would like to fill.  
Different norms in of the recipients also created some social conflicts. For example, 
the recipients’ tendency to listen music and take simultaneous breaks were considered 
bad habits. Such habits hampered the communication during work. Some members of the 
source team considered such habits rude and unprofessional. Potentially such norm dif-
ferences further hindered relations between the sources and the recipients. Additionally, 
all the respondents thought that any differences in norms are a result of different cultures 
in Finland and in the target country rather than the differences in organizational cultures 
in those locations. However, as mentioned, there were no signs of such major differences 
in working methods in the other simultaneous transition, which included only new em-
ployees on the receiving side of that knowledge transfer. On the other hand, those em-
ployees who were part of the earlier transitions mentioned that certain habits and norms 
that were transferred successfully have now been replaced or abandoned in the other mar-
ket teams in the target location. Therefore, it is questionable what is the cause of such 
deviation.   
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Theoretical contribution 
6.1.1 Knowledge transfer within an organization 
Knowledge transfer when offshoring knowledge-intensive business services, is recog-
nized to be of great importance to success of the offshore project and to maintain the 
performance (Chen et al. 2013; Massini & Miozzo 2012). However, as discussed before 
executing knowledge transfer efficiently requires careful and accurate approach, as there 
are multiple factors influencing the success (see e.g. Argote & Ingram 2000; Easterby-
Smith et al. 2008; Cuervo-Cazurra & Rui 2017). In this study the aim was to identify 
methods to enhance knowledge transfer and mitigate challenges of knowledge transfer 
during intra-organizational offshoring. This was done via three sub-questions: knowledge 
transfer in organizations, impact of offshoring to knowledge transfer and identifying the 
challenges of knowledge transfer. 
Knowledge resides in reservoirs within an organization. Knowledge transfer of tacit 
knowledge is most efficient when the methods for knowledge transfer combine human 
interaction and knowledge repositories (tools) such as work instructions. (see e.g. Argote 
& Ingram 2000; Balint et al. 2016). In this context human interaction is the most effective 
way and addition of knowledge repositories was increasing effectiveness of knowledge 
transfer. Interestingly, knowledge transfer of explicit knowledge, at least in this context, 
seems to require human interaction in some degree as well. When processes are complex 
the instructions tend to be more subjective leaving details up for interpretation and room 
for error.  
Absorptive capacity and learning habits of individuals also affect on how well individ-
uals can transform written information into knowledge and skill confirming what is 
widely considered to be reality in previous literature (see e.g. Easterby-Smith et al. 2008). 
Similarly, according to previous literature (see e.g. Easterby-Smith et al. 2008; Simonin 
1999) tacitness, complexity and non-specificity are hindering factors to the effectiveness 
of knowledge transfer. In this context, tacitness and complexity were hindering factors, 
however it should be pointed out, that, like in previous literature, there was no clear evi-
dence in which way specificity impacts knowledge transfer. 
 In this context, human interaction can be highlighted as the most important factor of 
knowledge transfer overall. While utilization of knowledge reservoir networks that in-
clude members was found difficult, human interaction in knowledge transfer process is 
vital, and considering these results it is questionable if knowledge transfer of complex 
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process information can be transferred at all without human interaction. At very least, 
human interaction is needed to ensure the accuracy of the transferred knowledge. As 
Balint et al. (2016) suggest, these results support that other knowledge reservoirs should 
be used in conjunction with human interaction in knowledge transfer and support mem-
bers in it. 
As human interaction has a significant impact on knowledge transfer, the importance 
of relations between sources and recipients should be highlighted. In this context, the 
relations had a significant impact on the knowledge transfer as they largely determined 
the engagement into the knowledge transfer, but also with who the recipients chose to 
engage into the knowledge transfer. Which in turn resulted in an unbalanced utilization 
of the member resources. The importance of relations is widely considered to be a signif-
icant factor of knowledge transfer in previous literature as well (Hansen 1999; Minbaeva 
2007). 
6.1.2 Knowledge transfer in offshoring context 
Cultural differences in the context of intraorganizational offshoring of KIBS evidently 
have a significant impact on the knowledge transfer but quantifying the impact of differ-
ences in national cultures is tricky due to the evident differences in organizational cul-
tures. Different national cultures do set certain obstacles to efficient knowledge transfer. 
These difference complicate communication and engagement into effective knowledge 
transfer. However, in this context the compatibility between organizational sub-cultures 
should be considered with similar importance. Incompatibilities between the sub-cultures 
seem to result in social conflicts which are shown to hinder the effectiveness of 
knowledge transfer. Therefore, the results are in line with the previous literature that off-
shoring sets up certain challenges and negatively impacts on knowledge transfer (see e.g. 
Chua & Pan 2008; Cuervo-Cazurra & Rui 2017).  
Resources and their allocation also have an impact to knowledge transfer, which, in 
offshoring context especially, can cause challenges for efficient knowledge transfer. Time 
is a relevant factor for success and organizations should consider allocating enough time 
to complete offshoring transitions. (Tsai 2001; Chua & Pan 2006.) Additionally, previous 
literature promotes the utilization of members of the organization to facilitate knowledge 
transfer (Argote & Ingram 2000; Gruenfeld et al. 2000). The results indicate that 
knowledge transfer of tacit knowledge would require longer period than the given four 
months, which is in line with the previous literature (Chua & Pan 2006; 2008). Results 
also indicate that it is paramount to utilize the resources correctly, since the bottleneck 
for member utilization was not necessary only the amount of resources, but how they 
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were used. In this case, for example would have been more beneficial to send the recipi-
ents as one group to Finland. This has few benefits. Firstly, it allows the future team to 
start creating their transactional memory system about the obtained knowledge, thus en-
hancing specialization. Secondly organization and planning of the training as all the hu-
man resources are in the same location. It can also be assumed that possible unknown 
incompatibilities in team norms and cultures are easier to notice as both teams work as 
teams. 
6.1.3 Challenges of knowledge transfer 
Motivation of the sources in this context does not seem to be a significant issue and does 
not create a major barrier to knowledge transfer, however the motivation can decrease 
slightly, lessening the engagement to knowledge transfer. In this context, decrease in mo-
tivation did set a challenge for knowledge transfer as it lowered the engagement of the 
sources, thus lengthening the time required for knowledge transfer. These results are in 
line with previous literature (Chua & Pan 2008). 
Previous experience of the recipients, however, was a significant barrier to knowledge 
transfer. In previous literature, previous experience of the recipients is acknowledged to 
be a source of barriers to knowledge transfer as it might lessen the willingness of the 
recipients to value and adopt the knowledge the sources provide (see e.g. Argote & In-
gram 2000; Minbaeva 2007). However, Chua and Pan (2008) argue that previous tech-
nical knowledge mitigates barriers of knowledge transfer. Balint et al. (2016) argue that 
transitions should be conducted in a way that the processes and methods are kept intact 
during the transition and the modification can be done after the desired effectiveness and 
quality of production is reached. Previous experience seems to be a significant barrier for 
reaching these goals, as recipients have issues to abandon old habits and methods. 
The study shows a couple of reasons why such barriers occur. Firstly, as experienced 
workers have confidence in their own ability and knowledge, they are keen to utilize ex-
isting knowledge and do not realize the gaps in their knowledge. This might also be un-
conscious as new and old information get mixed. Secondly, it seems to be hard for em-
ployees who take pride in their work to admit that their own professionalism is either 
nullified in the new context or is not as high as they thought it would be. The resulting 
reluctance to adopt new methods and habits, hinders sources’ ability to pass the 
knowledge and creates frustration which hinders overall process. Previous experience 
seems to also gate sources from engaging in certain knowledge transfer situations, as they 
can believe that the recipients are aware of such information, thus decreasing overall 
communication and knowledge transfer. 
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While previous literature (Gupta & Govindarajan 2000; Easterby-Smith et al. 2008) 
highlights the importance of the perceived value of the knowledge in the eyes of the re-
cipient, there are rather limited knowledge about how to increase the perceived value of 
knowledge. In this context, the perceived value of knowledge was a significant source of 
barriers, as the recipients valued knowledge differently to the sources. Communication 
between the recipients and the organization was not clear enough before the training, thus 
the recipients had difficulties on adopting their new roles. This influenced the recipients’ 
willingness of adopting new habits, as they did not have a clear understanding on the 
prioritization order of processes in the new context. On the other hand, certain power 
struggle between the members of the recipient team created competition inside the team 
and drove the recipients to focus their learning on irrelevant things. This was somewhat 
amplified by the measuring system, skill matrix, where gradings of skill were given on 
each task regardless of the task’s importance. 
Another aspect that is not discussed in previous literature is the importance of planning 
and execution of the training. Especially the recipients viewed that there were significant 
shortcomings in the planning and execution of the training in Finland, while some of the 
sources also felt that the training was rather improvised and chaotic. This resulted in time 
wasting, further distancing of the relations between the parties and loss of motivation 
among the recipients. 
Challenges that were found in this study are mostly in line with the previous literature, 
however some deviations were found. This might be due to the context of the study, as 
intraorganizational knowledge transfer is quite unique in previous literature as a research 
setting. However, it can be argued that these results reflect the viewpoint of the employees 
more accurately than most of the previous literature.  
Overall, the framework for knowledge transfer in offshoring and KIBS contexts, pro-
posed in chapter 3, seems to explain well the sources of challenges that the personnel 
transferring knowledge face during the process. However, it should be noted that the con-
texts of offshoring and KIBS do not act as separate layers and their effects are not static, 
but rather all the contexts are intertwined, and they have different impact on knowledge 
transfer depending on other variables. For example, offshoring probably created different 
impact to knowledge transfer in this context than it would in case in which heavy industry 
process would have been transferred from Finland to Eastern Europe. In the next chapter, 
the main research question will be answered with potential managerial implications. 
6.2 Enhancing knowledge transfer and mitigating challenges 
The challenges to knowledge transfer are numerous and arise from various factors. There-
fore, a careful approach to planning and executing knowledge transfer is crucial for the 
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success. However, there are multiple ways to enhance the knowledge transfer and miti-
gate the challenges and their impact to the process. Balint et al. (2016) argue that during 
a transition, processes should be kept intact, and any modifications should occur only 
after full integration to maximize the effectiveness of knowledge transfer.  Results of the 
study show that this should be the aim of offshoring projects, thus requiring actions from 
the organization to ensure this outcome. It is advisable to communicate clearly with the 
recipients before the start of their training so that the recipients understand their role and 
the future division of labor, thus guiding their learning to master the processes required 
from each individual. Additionally, to achieve this goal it is advisable to measure the 
progress of knowledge transfer in a way that the recipients cannot see each other progress 
to limit chances of internal competition. This goal should be communicated to the source 
team clearly as well, so the source team is able to plan accordingly and structure the 
training, which should be easier when the processes or division of labor do not need to be 
modified.  
However, as the previous experience can be considered a significant barrier to 
knowledge transfer, and arguably a barrier to achieve the goal that processes are not mod-
ified during the offshoring, it is advisable to recruit only employees outside the organiza-
tion. Therefore, the recipients would not have strong biases towards the knowledge of the 
sources and would have less difficulties to adopt the norms and methods of the source 
team. It can also be argued that new employees are not impacted by biases created by 
organizational culture or sub-cultures. Therefore, depending on how well the organiza-
tional culture facilitates or hinders knowledge transfer, the creating the recipient team out 
of new or old employees is justified.  
On the other hand, it is advisable to train the recipients as a unit, even if the training is 
mainly one-to-one training as suggested. As the recipients train in the same location at 
the same time, they are able to construct their transactive memory system from the begin-
ning, thus enhancing knowledge sharing among the team. Moreland and Myaskovsky 
(2000) argue, that the transactive memory system is important factor in unit’s perfor-
mance. This should also improve the recipients’ ability to modify processes to match the 
new context once the transition is completed. 
As can be seen from the results different cultures and motivation impact significantly 
on the knowledge transfer and in this context, especially to the degree of engagement into 
knowledge transfer. Von Briel et al. (2019) argue that improvement in social relations 
between the sources and the receivers positively impact on the engagement and thus to 
the knowledge transfer. Therefore, it is recommended to arrange social situation, where 
the participants could improve social ties between each other. Alternatively, it is advisable 
to create other incentives for the sources to engage fully and enhance the transfer of tacit 
knowledge, to which, the limited engagement affects the most. Additionally, encouraging 
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the recipients to actively try to engage into knowledge transfer with the sources should 
bare similar benefits. 
Lastly, the organization should consider thoroughly the timeframe of the transition. As 
discussed, both the previous literature and the results indicate that in order to achieve 
transfer of tacit knowledge, the transition should last at least six months, if not longer. 
Therefore, it is safe to assume that knowledge loss will occur increasingly as the 
timeframe is shortened. The organization must be able to decide to what degree 
knowledge loss is acceptable, as well as the cost of preventing knowledge loss and bal-
ance these aspects. Naturally, knowledge loss cannot be completely avoided. 
6.3 Managerial implications 
It has been established in the previous literature, that a successful knowledge transfer 
provides many advantages and can be considered a vital part of any offshoring project. 
Especially in KIBS context, knowledge is in a key role determining the performance of a 
unit, therefore emphasizing the importance of knowledge transfer. Knowledge transfer 
has a significant impact on the success rate and outcome of offshoring projects, and as 
knowledge often is a source of competitive advantage it is in the interest of the offshoring 
organization to maximize the effectiveness of knowledge transfer and minimize the even-
tual knowledge loss. While enabling knowledge transfer might seem trivial, an organiza-
tion conducting offshoring needs to fully understand the complexity of the topic and the 
factors that impact the knowledge transfer in order to succeed. 
The first managerial contribution is to understand the importance of communication 
between the organization and the participants. Individuals have different needs and mo-
tives for their actions. The organization must be able to clarify both transferring parties 
about the goals of the offshoring project and the role of the individuals should fill. Espe-
cially, it is important to clarify how processes should be transferred and will modification 
take place during or after the knowledge transfer, if modification should happen at all. 
Clear understanding of the goals of the organization will help the participants in 
knowledge transfer and mitigates the barriers caused by potential biases of the recipients 
towards the knowledge of the sources. 
Another aspect of knowledge transfer emphasized in this study is the importance of 
planning and involvement of the sources to the planning phase. Planning and structure 
provide multiple benefits to the knowledge transfer and facilitate it. When the knowledge 
transfer is well scheduled, and the execution is planned the sources are more able to en-
gage into the knowledge transfer process thus reducing the time wasted. Additionally, 
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measuring the progress of the knowledge transfer is easier when the schedule and struc-
ture are in place, thus also allowing the sources to intervene earlier if problems occur or 
progress is not as fast as intended. 
Informing the participants about the cultural differences and encouraging them to en-
gage into the knowledge transfer. Cultural differences have an impact on the manner how 
individuals communicate and thus on the engagement into the knowledge transfer. Dif-
ferent expectations and cultural norms can prohibit engagement and block individuals 
from initiating knowledge transfer. In context of Finland to Eastern Europe -offshoring, 
the organization should encourage both parties to approach each other when this is not 
typical for the national cultures. The organization should also encourage the recipients to 
actively ask the sources for further information, while also encouraging the sources to 
actively share more than just the basic information and not consider any knowledge to be 
self-evident. Transfer of tacit knowledge is difficult and takes more time and effort to 
transfer than explicit knowledge. The sources often view some piece of information as 
self-evident and the recipients might not know what to ask. Therefore, it is arguably ben-
eficial for the knowledge transfer of tacit knowledge to encourage the participants to pon-
der if there is more knowledge to be obtained, while they are transferring knowledge. 
Understanding how the experience of the recipients’ impact knowledge transfer. Ex-
perience allows more rapid pace of knowledge transfer, especially transfer of technical 
knowledge, as the recipients are familiar with how processes should function, and they 
do not have to learn every detail. However, experience might cause the recipients to have 
biases towards the knowledge of the sources and experienced recipients have created hab-
its and norms which can be hard to abandon in case they are not applicable in the new 
context. By understanding how the experience impacts on the knowledge transfer, the 
organization is able to take precautions to avoid such issues and can emphasize the im-
portance of relearning. 
6.4 Limitations and further research 
The study, while providing interesting results, has its limitations. Firstly, this study is by 
largely limited to its context. While knowledge transfer follows the same mechanisms in 
general, the context of offshoring is an aspect that heavily influences the results of the 
study. Similarly, the results are heavily affected by the respective cultures and how they 
interact with each other. Therefore, the results should not be generalized to cultures that 
differ significantly from either Northern European or Eastern European cultures. While 
these areas include multiple different cultures, they still have much more similarities be-
tween themselves, than for example if the offshoring would have been from Finland to 
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South East Asia. As the impact of different national cultures are evident, but hard to quan-
tify, the results of the study should not be applied without caution to other contexts.  
Additionally, the context of intra-organizational offshoring sets certain limitations, as 
offshoring services to a foreign subsidiary or to a third party creates additional organiza-
tional boundary for the knowledge transfer and thus additional challenges. The context of 
knowledge-intensive business services, however, should not be as limiting. The level of 
tacitness in knowledge being transferred due to the KIBS context increases, but funda-
mentally it does not differ significantly from other knowledge transfer processes.  
On the other hand, the choice of the researcher to select employees as the approach for 
the study, can be considered a limitation. As a hindsight, the study would have needed 
interviews from the management as well to provide more detailed results. However, this 
can also be considered a strength as the rich data set focusing on the employees provides 
broad picture on the actual challenges that are present in knowledge transfer process and 
thus provides valuable information to solve such issues. 
For future research there are multiple approaches that could further deepen the under-
standing on the knowledge transfer phenomenon. While the subject is quite thoroughly 
researched, there are still gaps in the research. The same study could be conducted with 
in another context where the respective cultures are different. This would potentially al-
low wider generalization of the results of this study or could possibly confirm that the 
results are context or culture dependent. On the other hand, a similar setting in a situation 
where the recipient team would be formed out of new employees could confirm the im-
pact of organizational culture or provide more support for the difficulties to adopt new 
habits for experienced individuals. Quantitative research about the cultural differences 
and their impact on knowledge transfer is an intriguing option as well, and it would pro-
vide valuable information about the cultural differences. However, feasibility of such re-
search is questionable. 
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7 SUMMARY 
This study has analyzed knowledge transfer in offshoring context, where the production 
of a KIBS unit of a Nordic MNC was transferred from Finland to Eastern Europe. In 
previous literature knowledge transfer is considered a complex process. Knowledge trans-
fer is affected by various factors that determine the effectiveness and the outcome of the 
knowledge transfer. These factors, on the other hand, are impacted by the setting and the 
context. Therefore, knowledge transfer requires correct actions to be taken for the process 
to be effective and successful. 
Characteristics of the knowledge being transferred have significant impact on the 
knowledge transfer process. Tacit knowledge especially tends to negatively impact on the 
effectiveness of the knowledge transfer. Therefore, knowledge transfer in KIBS context 
is generally difficult, as tacit knowledge is in a vital role for KIBS companies. Character-
istics of the participants of the knowledge transfer similarly have an impact to the 
knowledge transfer. Absorptive capacity of the participant, for example, determines 
largely how effectively knowledge can be transferred. On the other hand, the mechanisms 
of knowledge transfer determine the knowledge flows in an organization and affect on 
the way knowledge will transfer. By affecting the mechanisms, an organization can guide 
the knowledge transfer process to fit the organization’s needs. 
Knowledge transfer is a crucial part of success of offshoring projects. Offshoring on 
the other hand, sets a unique setting for knowledge transfer as offshoring means that 
knowledge will be transferred across cultural, national and organizational boundaries. 
These boundaries create additional challenges for knowledge transfer as they affect the 
communication between the sources of the knowledge and the recipients. Similarly, dif-
ferent cultures, both organizational and national cultures, impact on the norms of the par-
ticipants, thus either facilitating or hindering knowledge transfer. Additionally, offshor-
ing sets constrains on resources used for the knowledge transfer, which in turn creates a 
challenge for knowledge transfer and often forces the organization to prioritize either the 
outcome or the pace of the knowledge transfer.  
From previous literature, a framework was constructed that visualizes the knowledge 
transfer as a process. In an organization, knowledge resides in three knowledge reservoirs: 
in members, in tools or in tasks and routines. From these reservoirs, knowledge is trans-
ferred through three levels, individual-, team- and organizational-levels, or through junc-
tions of these levels. The factors that impact knowledge transfer, impact this transfer in 
two stages. Firstly, from which reservoir knowledge is transferred from. And secondly, 
through which point in the organization the knowledge is transferred. This process and 
its factors act in the context of offshoring and in context of KIBS, both of which impact 
on the process itself and how the factors impact the process.     
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The research was conducted as an ethnographic research by using participant observa-
tion method. The method was chosen due to the active role that the researcher had in the 
offshoring project. After constructing the theoretical framework for the study, the empir-
ical research was conducted by gathering data through observation during the transition 
of the KIBS unit as well as interviewing twelve participants. The observation lasted 
through the offshoring project from September 2019 until the end of December 2019. The 
interviews were semi-structured interviews, based on the theoretical framework. Inter-
views were transcribed and merged with the data from observation for analyzing. Through 
thematic analyzing the dataset was analyzed thoroughly. Empirical evidence reinforced 
the existing theories while providing slightly deviating results from a fresh approach. 
Human interaction was identified as the most effective method for knowledge transfer, 
but the supporting role of other knowledge reservoirs in an organization should not be 
neglected. Previous experience of the recipients was found to be a major source of barriers 
to knowledge transfer, as it hinders the ability of the recipients to adopt new habits and 
set a bias towards the knowledge of the sources. Otherwise, the results mainly confirmed 
earlier theories and that they can be applied to context of this case as well.  
Organizations should aim to communicate clearly about the goals of an offshoring 
project to the participants, so that the participants are able to fulfill their role properly. 
Clear communication can also mitigate potential social conflicts. Therefore, organiza-
tions should aim to maximize the richness of communication channels between the 
sources and the recipients, as well as aim to improve the relations between the partici-
pants. Additionally, for organizations it is important to understand how previous experi-
ence of the recipients affect the knowledge transfer. Previous experience can enhance 
knowledge transfer in certain cases but can also cause significant barriers to knowledge 
transfer. 
Lastly, further research options were suggested to gain more knowledge and deeper 
understanding on the phenomenon in similar or other context. Such research would be 
able to broaden the understanding or further confirm the results of this and previous stud-
ies. 
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APPENDIX I: INTERVIEW THEMES AND QUESTIONS 
Disclaimer: Knowledge transfer is the process when know-how is being transferred 
from an individual or unit in organization to another. Knowledge can be anything for 
clear instructions, to specific information regarding single case or a client, to general 
knowledge about from where and whom can more knowledge be acquired. Tacit 
knowledge in this case refers to any type knowledge or know-how that is not or was not 
in readable format in the beginning of this knowledge transfer process.  
 
Introduction: 
0.1. What is your role in your own unit? 
0.2. Are you considered to be a part of the receiving unit or the transferring unit in this 
knowledge transfer process? 
General questions 
1.1. What type of knowledge you consider to be tacit? 
1.2. What kind of knowledge you consider to be most important to transfer for this process? 
1.3. How do you think that successful knowledge transfer should work? 
1.4.  How should, in your opinion, knowledge to be transferred and what are the preferred 
methods? 
1.5. What differences there are in learning alone versus learning as a team? 
1.6. What kind of experience you have about teamwork and do you prefer learning and shar-
ing as a team or learning alone? Why? 
Knowledge transfer of tacit knowledge 
Tacitness 
2.1. How does learning differ between when learning codified knowledge and tacit 
knowledge? 
2.2.  How should tacit knowledge be transferred in your opinion? 
2.3.  What kind of methods you prefer for transfer of tacit knowledge? 
Complexity 
2.4. Complexity of knowledge refers to how dependent applying that knowledge is to other 
knowledge, individual, technology, routines. etc. How complex do you think that 
knowledge is what is being transferred? 
2.5. How does the dependency of knowledge affect knowledge transfer? 
Specificity 
2.6. In what ways does it differ to transfer knowledge that can be specifically applied to a 
single or small number of tasks or situations, to knowledge that can be applied to a 
broad spectrum of situations? 
2.7. How should transferring specific knowledge differ from transferring broad knowledge? 
2.8. What kind of differences there are when transferring specific knowledge to the whole 
team versus when transferring broad knowledge to the team? Do you think it is useful to 
transfer specific knowledge to the whole team, and in what situations? 
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Availability 
2.9.  What would be the best ways to have sources of knowledge available? 
2.10. How well were recipients informed about the availability of the sources of 
knowledge? 
2.11. Which type of knowledge was well available and which type of knowledge 
lacked availability for the recipients? 
 
3.1. In what ways does context of offshoring affect the knowledge being transferred? 
 
Knowledge transfer in organization 
Reservoirs 
4.1. How effective it was for you and the team to have existing work instructions and 
other documents with information/knowledge regarding knowledge transfer? 
4.2. How effective did the process of codifying and re-codifying knowledge into such 
documents or instructions transfer knowledge to you or your team? 
4.3. How did this affect knowledge sharing within the team? 
4.4. How codifying affected knowledge gaps? Do you see that it was easier to apply 
knowledge learnt via this method or did codifying create too specific and narrow 
knowledge? 
Members 
4.5. How effective was knowledge transfer through interaction with other individuals? 
4.6. What kind of methods were used in training when interacting with individuals? 
4.7. How did interaction affect the transfer of knowledge that was not previously codi-
fied? 
4.8. What kind of differences there are in learning when interaction between individuals 
is face-to-face versus via online? 
4.9. How did the learning from humans differ when whole team was involved in the sit-
uation? 
4.10. How did the personal relationships with different individuals affect the learn-
ing: 
4.10a. between trainers and recipients? 
4.10b. when sharing knowledge among the receiving team? 
Tools 
4.11. What kind of technology or software was used in the knowledge transfer? 
4.12. How did the technology used in the process affect the knowledge transfer? 
4.13. How did the technology affect communication during the process? 
4.14. How did the technology affect teamwork and sharing knowledge? 
 
 
Tasks 
4.15. How was knowledge transferred via tasks and routines during the process? 
4.16. How effective was learning via learning and doing tasks? 
4.17. How did learning via tasks affect knowledge gaps? 
4.18. How effective was use of tasks as a training method to achieve goals? 
Networks 
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4.19. Teams within an organization actively develop their own networks, for example 
division of labor, based on who knows which tasks best or who can use certain tools 
or technology best. How effective utilizing existing networks are in knowledge 
transfer? 
4.20.  How effectively were such networks utilized in the knowledge transfer? 
4.21. In what ways should knowledge transfer be done utilizing such networks? 
4.22. How would it affect knowledge transfer to try to implement existing networks 
into the new context? 
 
5.1 In what ways does context of offshoring affect the methods of knowledge trans-
fer? 
 
Barriers of knowledge transfer 
Individual level 
6.1. What type of barriers for knowledge transfer you encountered when knowledge was 
transferred between two individuals? 
6.2. What type of different barriers there were between knowledge transfer from trainer to 
recipient and interaction with recipient team’s individuals? 
6.3. How in your opinion these barriers could have been overcome? 
Additional questions: 
Did personal relationship with individuals set any barriers for knowledge transfer? 
Did language appear as a barrier for knowledge transfer between individuals? 
How did existing knowledge of individual recipients affect knowledge transfer and 
adopting new practices? 
What type of motivational barriers you encountered among both trainers and recipients? 
What kind of barriers did the reliabity of source create? 
What kind of barriers did the absorbing capacity of recipients create? 
Did this cause issues with relationships between individuals? 
 
Between individual and team 
 
6.4. What type of barriers did you notice when knowledge was transferred from an individ-
ual to the team? 
6.5. What type of barriers did you notice when knowledge was transferred from team to an 
individual? 
6.6. What type of different barriers there were between knowledge transfer from source 
team and individual recipient and when sharing knowledge within the recipient team? 
6.7. How in your opinion these barriers could have been overcome? 
 
 
Additional questions: 
Did you encounter any motivational barriers that affected individuals' sharing 
knowledge to the team? 
Do you feel that some individuals (either trainers or recipients) did not want to share all 
the knowledge? Why? 
How well and efficient recipient team used available trainers and what sort of barriers 
were involved? 
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How did the recipients share information among their team and was there any barriers 
involved? 
Did the recipients work and share knowledge as a group? Were these situations volun-
tary or structured situations? Was this helpful or harmful for sharing knowledge and 
knowledge transfer?                                 Do you feel that it would be beneficial to spe-
cialize individual recipients in order to facilitate knowledge transfer or should training 
be more broad? Was this achieved and which barriers were encountered? 
 
Was there any barriers with the knowledge transfer related to trainers collective ap-
proach towards individuals? What about recipient collective approach to individual 
trainers? 
Did you encounter any collective distrust that caused barriers? 
How did the communication within your team affect knowledge transfer? 
How the task-oriented training affect knowledge transfer? Was it helpful for applying 
knowledge to other tasks or was the knowledge gained too specific and applying faced 
issues? 
How organizational culture affected knowledge transfer? 
How organizational culture affected the following: co-operation, collaboration, trust? 
Do you feel that communication and decision making was open and transparent? Did 
you had access to all the information you wanted? If there were shortcomings, how did 
this affect knowledge transfer? 
How did existing tools and methods for knowledge transfer, or lack of them, affect 
knowledge transfer? 
How did the structure and schedule of the process affect knowledge transfer? Was the 
structure too strict and premade or rather too loose? 
 
Team level 
6.8. What kind of barriers did you notice when knowledge was transferred between teams? 
6.9. How in your opinion the barriers of knowledge transfer differ when whole team is in-
volved? 
6.10. How in your opinion these barriers could have been overcome? 
 
Additional questions:  
How do you feel that high specialization of sources to certain tasks affected knowledge 
transfer? 
Is it clear to the team who in source team knows what? (Recipient only) 
How did the goals of the knowledge transfer affected the process in different phases? 
Was there confusion about the goals? What kind of effect this had? 
How did communication between teams and feedback affected knowledge transfer? Do 
you feel that feedback was helpful? Was there enough opportunities to receive feed-
back? 
How did the existing relationships and networks within the teams affected the 
knowledge transfer between teams? 
How reliable was the knowledge share within the recipient team? 
How did the different norms of the teams affect knowledge transfer? 
Do you feel that these were more of a cultural differences or related to different organi-
zational culture? 
How do you feel that team climate affected the knowledge transfer between teams? 
Did personal relations or the climate affect what type of knowledge was shared and 
how? 
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Organization to team 
 
6.11. What kind of barriers did you notice when knowledge was transferred from 
other parts of the organization than the source team? 
6.12. How in your opinion these barriers could have been overcome? 
 
Additional questions 
 
How do you feel that cultural differences in general affected knowledge transfer? 
Are these differences based on organizational culture or culture in general? 
How well do you think that routines and tasks fitted the new context for the recipients? 
Should routines and tasks been modified to facilitate knowledge transfer? 
Do you feel that there were barriers in contacting other teams in organization and gain 
information from larger network than the two teams involved? 
Do you feel that creating more communication between other teams would have been 
beneficial for knowledge transfer? 
How do you feel that transferring existing team structure and task networks succeeded? 
How this affected knowledge transfer? 
How do you feel that goals for division of labor from the organization affected 
knowledge transfer? 
Was there confusion with the division of labor? 
How do you feel that the timeframe affected knowledge transfer? 
How it affected team structure and division of labor? 
How did it affect the successfulness of the process? 
 
 
7.1. In what ways does context of offshoring affect the barriers of knowledge trans-
fer? 
7.2. What kind of special barriers does offshoring create for knowledge transfer on 
different levels of interaction? 
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APPENDIX 2 THEMATIC NETWORKS 
 
 
Thematic Network: Challenges of knowledge transfer 
 
 
Thematic Network: Effectiveness of knowledge transfer 
